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OBJ EC rivs

After studying this chapter, y ou should he able to undcrstan(l

• types of matrices, scalar multiplication of a matrix, equality of
matrices, addition, subtraction, in ultiplica tioti of na rices,

• dcterinivaiits, properties of dctermjnij n1, Cramer's rtl Ic, solution
of linear equations.

• inverse of it matrix, solution olcqwitioris by niatlix nitlic.d.

• rank of -,I matrix.

21LO INTROI)UCTJON

A matrix consists of a rectangular in esetitalion of symbols or liume-
neal elements arranged systeuiatjca] in rows and columns d'scihing
various aspects ol a phenomenon inter-related in some maimer.

It is a powerful tool in modern inatlieniatics having wide applica-
tions. Sociologists use matrices to stud y the dominance within a group.Dem ographers use matrices ill the study of births and survivals, miii riage
oid descent, class strtict nrc and mobility, etc. Matrices are al] the more
useful foi practical t ) USLnCSS purposes and. therefore. occuny all
place in Business Mathematics. Obviously, because business problemscall
	 presented more easily in distinct finite ii Imitiber of gr datiocs ban in

infinite gradarions as we have in caculus. 	 1 he matrix urm them eforesuits very iefl for games theory, allocation of cx peimses, bndgetimin for
by products, etc. Economis now use matrices very extensively fit
accounting -	 ' i n put-output tables' and iii the study of 'i fltcr- i idustryCC000rnjcs.

There is not inure presentation, matrix algebra prosirics a system
O f operations oil 	 ordered set of numbers The CO iflfll1ii operations
are addition, multiplication, Inversion, transposition, etc. A most signi-
ficant cnrrihutmon of matrix algebra is its extensive use in the solution of
a s ystem of large number of simultaneous linear equations. The widely
used 'Linear Programming' has its basis in matrix algebra 	 it is on this
account, matrix algebra is defined at times as linear algebra.

In the study of communication theory and in electrical engineering
the 'net work analysis' is greatly aided b y the use of matrix representa-tions.	 Statistics and particularly the 'design of experimnen(c', and
'multivariate analysis' heavily rely on time use of matr i x alge bra. Aboveall, the matrix form is amenable to machine operations. Even if the
operations are somewhat lengthy, these are worked out by electronic
speed and the final results are both quick and reliable.

A matrix to put in simple language is a rectangular array of nuni-
bert. Now what is a rectan gular array ? For this. we Consider the
following illustrations

I. lit allelocution contest, a participant can speak either ofthe five languages : Hindi, En glish, Punjabi, Gujarati and Tamil A
college (say No. I) sent 30 students of which 10 offered to speak in Hindi,
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9 iii hnglisli 6 in Punjabi, 3 in (Jujarati and the rest in Tamil. Another
college (say No. 2) sent 25 studcnts of which 7 spoke in ilindi S in 1.nglish
and I') in 1)uirjiihi. Out of 22 students from tIre third college (say No. 3),

12 offered to speak In ii IiIdt, 5 in Liiglish and 5 in Gujarati.

[lie information furnished in the above manner is somewhat cum-
be, rsoTile. It can he written in a more compact manner i f we consider the

lot lowing tubular form

It un_li hnglish Punjabi GujaratiI TauT ii

	

College I	 f()
	

9	 6
	

3	 2

	

College 2	 7
	

5	 10
	

(1	 0

	

College 3	 17.	 5	 1)
	

5	 1)

-Ili(,  number in the above data are said to form a rcctaliglllat array.

In airy such array, lines across the page are called run's and hires down the

pace arc called columns Any one number within the r i rrangenient is

called air entry or an element. Thus in the a hove data there are 3 rows
and 5 columns and hence 3 x 5=- 15 elements It' it is enclosed by a pair

of square hrackets then

	

F 10	 9	 6	 3	 2

i	 8	 io	 o	 o

	

L 12	 5	 (1	 S	 (1

is called a matrix.

Since it has 3 rows and 5 columns it is said to be a matrix of

order 3 c 5 or si llipiv a 3 x $ (read as 3 by 5) matrix. It may be

noted that a matrix can have any ii unthcr of rows and airy number of

columns	 Thus in the above illustration if there arc' entries from 12
colleges and if the competition is held ill 	 languages then we cr111 COnS-

truer a 12 x S matrix,

2. Consider a system of two linear equations in three ulrkiro\V11, VIZ.,

	2x— 3y -l-	 7

4x+5Y-3z=5

'I he co efficients of x, y, z in the first equation are 2, —3. I and those in
the second are 4, 5, --3 respectively. They form the matrix (called the

co-efficient matrix)

( 2	 —3	 1

I"4	 5	 —3

virich is a 2 x 3 matrk,

Rem ark The reason for enclosing a rectangular array by a pair
of brackets is that hereafter we sh1l treat a rectangular array (and hence
a matrix) as a single entity. In fact, we shall develop a new algebra which
may be called 'Algebra of Matrices' where operations are performed on
the whole array of numbers and not oil single number. It will be seen
that this algebra bears a close resemblance to the Algebra of Sets.
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20j, DEFINITION
BUSINESS MATHEMATICS

A matrix is a rectangular array of numbers arranged in rows and
CO1US encloscd by a pair of brackets and subject to certain rules ofpresentat i

on The numbers can he substituted by symbols, with appropriateSUffiXCS iildieatii i
g the row and columnnumbers It will he possible to

identify the exact location of a number or a symbol in the whole arrange-
nient of a n at x. We will fi nd that through a matrix form of presentation,the complex phenoniena with
presented in

	

	 various characteristics or relations would bea very conciSe manner.

Sometimes a pair of brackets 
Iare used irrS(e d of a

	

	 J. or a pair of double bars H	 HPair of parentheses e.g., the matrix
( 2	 —3

4	 5	 —3 )
may also 1e written us

L
r 2	 —3	 1 1	 2	 -3J Or	

4	 5	 3
1 11

Notationc A matrix is usually den	 a denoted by	 capital letter and itse
lements by corresponding Sinai] letters followed by two suffixes, the first

one indicating the row and the s
ment appears	 econd one t1c coluni n in which the ele-

For example, in the first illustrationed frø	 Just as the colleges were number-
matrix call

I to 3, let the languages be numbered from 1 to s. rhci then be riflen as

/	
ii	 1112	 a	

(I5

1121	
122	 1133	 1134	 a25	

)
a31	 082	 033

where 11 the number of students from
language No. I (i.e. , 1-liiiii) = 10, a 12 =thoselanguage No. 2 (i.e., English) =9 and so on.

It should be noted that all the ele ments in the 1st row have I as the
first suffix, those in the 2nd and 3rd rows have respectively 2 and 3 as the
first suffix. Also all ri-ic elements in the 1st column have I as the second
Suffix, those in the 2nd, 3rd, 401 and 5th columns have respectively 2, 3, 4and 5 as the second suffix.

A general form of a matrixhaving

	

	 A matrix of order mxn ( i . e ., onein rows and n columns) can be written as
at 

I	 (13 •..	 ij ...	 1
I	

II a11	 a.,	 a21	 az,, I

I '	 a,	 a	 ,

L a,,, 1	 a,, 2	a,,,	 a,,, , J

(1	 /

College No. 1 who offered
from College No. I offering
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	where a 1 , a11 ... stand for real numbers. The above matrix call 	 be
written in a more concise form as

A [a0),

where	 1, 2.... . 'n ; j= 1, 2..... ii and where a,1 is the element in the
tth row and )th column and is referred as (i,j)th element.

Illustration. Read the elements C1 2 4 a,	 a., and the corres-
ponding 'b' elements in the following matrices.

1 3	 4	 5	 9	 12	 o	 11

12	 0-6	 2	 1	 2	 21
B=	 I

3	 7	 I	 5	 7	 8

	

L 3 ---6 --2	 4J	 2	 6J

Solution. (1)	 3	 4	 5	 9 
I

	2 	 0 —6	 2 1
Let

	

1	 3	 7	 8

L 3 -6 --2 —4 J4x

Now a indicates the element which appears in the second row and
fourth column.

Again a indicates the element which appears in the fourth row and
first column.

a41=3

Similarly a 13 =5, a2=0

(ii) Here

	

12	 0	 1

	

1	 2	 2t

I	 I

	

5	 7	 8

	

I_-i	 2	 6j4>.3

b2	 not possible, h = - I, b13 -1 and /'222.

20-2. TYPES OF MATRICES
I. Square Matrix. A matrix in which the number of rows is equal

to the number of columns, is called a square matrix. Thus a inxil matrix
will be a square matrix if m n and it will be referred as a square matrix
of order n or n-rowed matrix. Thus
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I	 (112	 03	 1	 a12 a, )
I	 I

	

a 021	 022	 .	 j a21	 02	 (1

	

fn	
I\ (7	 12 x 2	 03j	 °22	 (J J 3 3 I a	 a, . a,, J n x n

are square matrices.

Renaik . lii a square matrix all those elements a, 1 for hich ij,i e., those which occur in the same row and same column namelyare called the diagonal elements. A square matrix has of coursetwo diagonals. Diagonal extending frorti the

	

is more	 upper left to the lower right

	

I	 than the other ci iagonal. This is k nown as the principal(liago/Jal or the main diugoiwl

	

elements.	 and its clenieflis are called the diagonal

	

tllUstrti(,. r i	 2 —3	 3 x 3 (square) Matrix
	J6	 8	 5

	

L 2	 1	 6 J Principal Diagonal is (1, 8, 6)

	

11. Row and Col	 Ma l i-ices. A row matrix is defined as amatrix having i single row and a column matrix is one having a singlecolumn, e.g.,

	

(a i12	 I.Jl xn is a row matrix
(1j

a21	 is a column matrix

L a,,Jmxl
RcT11rk 

Row and column matrices are sometjI)es called the row
and column vectors The latter names are also used to designate any rowor coiiim ii of a In e It matrix

111. Diagonal Matrix. A square matrix all of whose elements,except those in the leading diagonal, are zero is called a diagonal 
matrix.Thus the matrix

	

((1	 0	 0...

	

A=	
0	 a22	 0 ... 0 I

I	 I.
	10	 0	 0

	

LO	 0	 0 ...a:nJnXn
is a d iagonal matrix and may be written as

Adiag (a11 a22 .. a )
Remarks. 1. The square matrix A will be a diagonal matrix if allelements a. for which i:?^-j are zero.
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2. A diagonal iti;itrix whose all the diagonal elements are equal is
called a scalar matrix, e.g

a	 0	 t)	 ... I)	 )

I)	 (1	 0	 ()
diag. (a, (I.

1)	 0	 i	 1)

(1	 Ô	 )	 0 J
1V. Unit Matrix. A scalar matrix each of whose diagonal eninot

is unity (or one) is called a iirut matrix or an identity matrix. A unit
matrix of order 11 is written as "	 hit-is

1	 1)	 01
Ii	 0

f	 I ()	 I	 (1
(()	 Ii

(f)	 0	 I )

are iii it I na!riccs 01 OfdCI two and three respe.'t ively

Bt-marks. [ii general tar a unit matrix

a=Q, i:Y/

LV:]

V. Zeeo Maii-i, or 11 Null Niatriv. A matrix, tcc(aiigiilar or
Squire each Of whose Clinents arc zero	 called a zc:o illatrix or a null
niat ix aid is denoted b y 0. Tb us

O	 0	 ()	 0 1

0-	 0	 0 I()	 1)	 0	 0
O	 0	 1)	 ()

is a eir (nt-jIlj matrix cf order 4 '<4.

V] TriangLIIa c Matrices. A square iriarcx A -- (a),., is called
upper titanguklr matrix if a,, () for i >j a ad is called lower triangular
matrix if a) for i<i.

Thus	 2	 (7 ) .. (1 
111	 0 ... 0 ')

()	 a	 073	 G74	 071	 a fl .,	 9	 9
I C)	 0	 011	 r?t-, 	 031(1,	 "7:51	 0

1)	 I)	 9	 a, J	 a	 (ç	 J
are upper arid lower trianutar matrices.

V11 Sob Matrix. A matrix obtaurerl by deleting some rovs or
cohimas or both of agiven matrix is called a sub matrix of a aiwil, illatrix.

i	
lZ	 0	 l4

I- Pt	 A= 021
032 (73 

02i

U32	 (7,.

	

L a 41	 17 l2 04•3 1244 J 4x4
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If we delete the first row and first column, the sub-matrix of 4 is

a., a21 a24

a37 a83 a3,

a4, a4 a44 3x3

VHT. Scalar Matrix. A square matrix when given in the form
of a scalar ni tilt iplication to an identity matrix is called a scalar matrix.
For example

30 0\	 7100'

(i	 31-	 0 3 0 =3	 0 1 0

003!	 '00 I

tez O'\	ii	 0'(I!)	
'ii	 0	 1'

are scalar matrices.

IX. Sttc Matrices. A symmetric matrix is it special kind
of a square matrix A = [a,,] for Which

- a,, for all i and j
I.e., the (1. /)tli element  ( J. i)th dc'cnt. For example the matrices.

5	 2	 l\\ (a	 It	 g

2	 6 —1	 It	 b	 f

'1	 ---I	 5!	 \g	
f	 c

are symmetric matrices.

X. Conpfex Conjugate of a Matrix. It is a matrix obtained
by replacing all its elements by their respective complex conjugates.

For example

A	
j

r2±31 41	 - 12-3i 4
If	 then A = [ 5 {31 7

XI. Skew- syrnrietric Mtr,x. It is square matrix A if
A t - —A,

i.e.. the transpose of a square matrix is equal to the negative of that
matrix. For example the following matrix

ro —6
A=16	 0

is skew symmetric.
Or

A square matrix A is called a skew-symmetric matrix if a, 1 -= —a,1 for
all I and I. In a skew-symmetric matrix all the diagonal elements are zeros.
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203. SCALAR M ULTIPLICATION OF A MATRIX

A real number is referred to as a scalar when it occurs ill operationsinvolving matrices. The scalar multiple kA of a matrix A by scalar k,is a mMrix obtained by multiplying every element of 4 by the scalar k,the scaler multiple of the niatri. A = (a1), 1 ) ), scalar k is the matrixC= [c,,,,,,	 hee c,1 ka0, 1= 1 - 2..... ... .. f 	1, 2, - , n. Thus if
I2	 (Ii,,	 ka1

&	 (121	 1.22 •.	 then kA z	 ka,	 kall	 ka

a	 a 1	 ka	 ka2 ... ka,
lI1tIS(rZjWfl5

4 —3rn	
/ 

12	 —9)

 -)

f	
0\	

(	
0

2.	 -i	
=	 —5

\	 1	 \	 o
/	 3	 7	 6 —5

1	 2 —6	 0	 43ff	 A (
	 5	 2	 8	 8

	

--i	 6	 5	 -3
—3 —7 --6	 5 / 	12	 28	 24 —20

hen	 A='	 4A=l
f —2 6 0-4

	

	 (	 8-24	 0	 16I
—5 —2 --8 —8 1	 20	 8	 32	 32

I —6 --5	 3 /	 —4	 24	 20 -12
!04.  EQUALIrY OF MATRICES

To matrices are said to be equal if and only If
(1) they are comparable, i.e., they are of the same order, if one is

3 x 2, the other one is also 3 x 2 and not 2 > 3.
(ifl each element of one is equal to the corresponding element of

the other, ie,. If
A=(a,,J,,,,,,	 and	 then
ArB iffa=-h 1 	 i=l. 2, ..,

..,
Illustrations. 1. If

7	
0 B=( 4	 '	 O

7 — 2	 5!'	 7 —2	 5 1
then A=B.
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2. 1 f
A=(	 -) and	 (

then A .AB (since a., —2 and b2 . = U.

/ 3 4 7

3. A ( 2 S
3 4 7

6 )'	 2 S 6 )

1	 2 5

A B because 1rst they are not comparable, matrix A being 2 x 3
and B betng 3 X 3. Second, the elements are not the same ill respective
columns and rows.

ci. The 1oiiowii is a Statement of matrix equality given the values
of the components.

,i x-f- y 	 2/lit, 	( 3	 S

	

z—w J	 I	 4 ;

if X 2, y = I, Z-- 3 and

EXERCISE (L)

I. Read the elements 03L u124,	 "	 in each of the following
matrices 'iven below. Also give their diagonal element.

/	 8	 7 -4	 2 \
(	 3	 2	 0	 5 1 	 '--1	 0	 3'

7	 6	 3	 I )'(	 3	 2	 5
--5	 12	 5	 9	 \	 7	 (1	 6

2.	 lind -V and y if
/ x .y	 2	 3	 2

I	 v  1	 I	 7 )

3	 Classify the Following matrices

/ I	 0	 0	 ,3	 0	 0
(i)	 0	 1	 11	 ),	 tJ ! ) [	 1	 —4	 0

0	 0	 I 	 9	 5	 10
(0	 0	 0

(iii) (	 4	 , (ii') (-1 —2 --3.	 (v)	 0	 0	 0
I'	 s1	 '0	 0	 0.

6'

2\	 [6	 0	 0	 0
h	 (i (1)	 0	 6	 0	 0

0	 0	 4'	 ro	 0	 6	 0

	

. 0	 0	 0	 6

(3	 8	 / 2	 6	 2	 I
(nil!) (	 4	 3	 -- I I	 () 1	 '

	

\ 8 —1	 5	 4
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4. The following matrix shows the results of the college wimr;iOig
meet

2	 1)	 3	 1
()	 3	 3	 4
5	 3	 0	 1

-2	 3	 4	 4-

[ lit rows represent the trarns : Team A, B, C and D in that order.
The columns represent the number of wins ; first place. second place,
third place and fourth place scored by the teams.

(a) I low many events did the team A win

(b) I low man y llrst places did leant 13 win 7

(C) How many fourth places did team 13 win 7

(d) Write down the row vector which represents team /3's result.

e) Write down the column vectors which represent the results of
first place an

d
 4th places.

1) Write do'. ii the 2 e 1 matrix which represents the results of
team .1 and I),

(g) In the row vcetr (5 3 0 1) what does 0 represent 7

ANSWERS
i. 7, 5, 1, 8 and 7, x , X, -- 1 the diogonal elements are 8, 2, 3, 9

and —1,2. —6.	 2. x5, y=--2.

3. (i) Identity,	 (ii) lower triangular, (iii)	 column	 matrix,	 (Iv)

row matrix, (v) null, (vi) upper triangular. ( i/i) scalar, 	 (viii)	 2 X 3
matrix (b.) 3 x 4 matrix

	

/2\	 / 4

I)	 '	 (4. (a) 6,	 (h) 0	 (c) 4.	 (d) (1) 3 3 4),	 (e)	 and

4

(f) ( 	 (g) Team C has not been placed at third

place.

205 MATRIX OPERATIONS
In matrix algebra the ckments are ordered numbers and therefore

opera trans on them have to be done in a manner an a rnry sergeant gives
drill to (11C platoon. Every cadet has to maintain his position vjs-a-vis his
fellow cadets. Again the main operations arc addition and rirultiplication
while the subtraction and division is derived out of these operatiions.

206. ADDITION AND SUBTRACtION
(I) Matrices can be added or subtracted if a nd only if they are of the

same order.

(ii) The sum or difference of two ('a >. n) matrices is another matrix
(,n x a) whose elements are the sum or d:fterences of the corresponding
elements in the component matrices.
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Symbolically let A=[a 1]_,, and B[b 11), be two matrices of orderin n each then their sum (difference) A ± B is the matrix C=-[c1],,
where

i== I, 2, ..., in
1=4, 2,	 is the matrix each element of which is

the sum (difference) of the corresponding clement of A and B. Let
a 11	 ap,	 I b11	 b12 ... b,,, •)I	 I	 IAr=	 I a,	 a 2 .,	 a ,,	 I ,	 B	 I b 1	b. ... b2. I

I, a,,,	 a ,2	 a,, , J /?z>n	 (by,,,	 b,,,. ... b,,, J nzxn

I a, .L h ,	 a,,-j-b,2 ... 1 1 .I:b 1 , -1

A rhO = a, ± 1)2 1	a± h22	 a 2, +b2,

La 1 -b,,,,	 a,,, 2 ±b,, •,	 ifl)(fl

207. PROPERTIES

Cona rnutative If A and B are any two matrices of order flXIteach, then

A +BB + A
Proof. Let A =(a,1J,,,,, B ==
then,	 A + B =[a11),, +	 [a1 + b,1J,,,

and	 B+A=IbiiJ+{aJ[b fa11],
But a, and b,1 are the corresponding elements of the matrices A and

B, and by commutative law of real numbers
a, + b,, =h,, + a1

(i,j)th element of A +B = (i,j)tii element ofB+A
Hence	 A+B=B+A

II. If A, B and C are any three comparable matrices of the sametype 'n Xn, then

(A+ B) + C= A + (B + C)
Proof, Let A=[a,].,	 B-= [ b ,1),, C={c,1],,,

( A + B) + C [(a + b,,) 4- j
A +(B+ C) fa,,,-- (b,;+c(1)J,,

But a,1, b,1 and c, 
are elements of the matrices and by associativeaw of numbers

a,, +(b,, + c,)= (a,, +b,,) + c,1

( 1,j)th element of A+(B-j-c)(f j)th Iement of (A+B)4 CHence	 A+(B+c)(A+B)4c
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III. Distributive with respect to Scalar.

k(A -1- B)=kA + kB
Proof.	 k(A +B)=-Ek(a11+b,)J...

kA + kB=[ka,1]+[kb,1J,,,,,,

But by distributive law of numbers, we have

k(a, 4-b,1)=ka,,-f- kb11

(I, j)th clement of k(A + )=(i, j)th element of [kA +kBJ
Hence	 k(4+B)=kA-f k 
IV. Existence of An Additive Identity. A+ O=A =O+A

where 0 is the null matrix of the same type.

(Proof is left as an exercise to the reader)

V.xistnce of An Inverse If A he any given matrix then the
matrix —A which must exist, is the additive inverse of A.

A+(—A)=O—(—A)4-A

IV Cancellation Law. If A, B, C are matrices of the same order,
then

	

A -fC=B+C	 A=B

Proof.	 A+C=B+C	 (A+C)+(_C)(B+C)+(—C)
n A+(C—C)B+(C--C)

A-l-O=B+O
' A=13

7	 6

	

Example I. If A(2	 /
0	 2	

3 ) and B=1	
3
5

find the value of 2A + 3B.

	

ro	 2	 311 0 	4	 6

	

Solution. 2A=2L2 	 1	 4J[ 4 	2	 8

6	 3 1 r2 1	 18	 9

	

383L 1	 4	 5J[ 3	 12	 15

	

ro	 4	 61	 21	 18	 9

	

2A#.3BrI4	 2	 8J + L 3	 12	 15

	

flO-l-21	 4+18	 6+9

L44-3	 2+12	 8+ 15

	

r21	 22	 15

	

L7	 14	 23
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208. MULTIPLICATION

Earlier we considered scalar product of a matrix. To recollect if

A (
2	 0
I	 ) then 3A=(3

3x2	 3x00
< 1	 3 x 4) G'	 12)

Now, a step ahead we take a vector product of a matrix. If

/4	 9
Vector A=(l. 2, 3) and matrix B=( 6	 3

\8	 0

	

/4	 9
then	 AB-----(l 2 3)x( 6	 3

	

\8	 0

[1.4 +2.6; 3.8
	

1.91-2.3+3.0]

	

= [ 4 + 12+24
	

9-j•6 0]

=[40	 15]

It was it pre- inultiplicat ion of a matrix by it vector. A post-multi-
plication in the following form is not possible

	

/ 4	 9'\

	

fo	 3fx(123)

	

\ft	 0/

The reason being whereas in the earlier case the columns in the
vector were 3 which were equal to the number of rows of the matrix which
were also 3. But, in the latter situation the matrix had 2 columns but the
vector had only one row. For mofrix multiplication, the nzwi/.jer of columns
in the first matrix or vector must he equal to the number of rows in the
second ,?iatrjx or the vector.

The rule is to multiply the first element  in the first row of the first
matrix with the first element in the first column of the second matrix, the
second element in the first row of the first matrix with the second clement
in the first column of the second matrix, the nth element of the first row
of the first matrix is m ultiplied by the nth element in the first column of
the second matrix. This further proves the need of the number of columns
in the first matrix to be equal to the number of rows in the second matrix.
Now, these products are added together to give the first clement of the
first row and the first column of the product matrix. Next we multiply
the elements of first row it the first matrix with the elements of the second
column of the second n1itrix and obtain the second element of the first row
of the product matrix and so on.

Thus the two matrices are conformable for multiplication if the
num/er of colwnns of first matrix is equal to the Flitinber of rows of the
second matrix. lithe matrix A is of type in X n i.e ., has in rows and n
columns, then B must be of the type 'I X  where n is the number of rows
which are the same as number of columns in A and p is an y number not
necessarily M. Then the product AB is another matrix CAX B of the
type my  (number of rows of A and number of columns of B).
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Let A	 and 13 [b k J	 be two matrices (hell the product A/i
is the ,nQtr

C	 [kJ ,fl 3'

where C k is obtained by multiplying the corresponding entries of the ith
row of A and those of ki ii column of C and then adding the results. Thus

	

I	 •.. (111 	 [b1	 b12	 b1, )

 h2k	 .hp

	

_____	 I	 I:	 I

tfl11	
I2	 'Li	 b	 b,

a	 cc	 cc1	 c	 i	 b	 1)	 h r	 J

	

I C 11	 C,	 C1k	 C12. -

	

C 21	 C_.2...	 C2•1.

	

C I ,	 (',	 C:k	 Cii,

	

C j 	 e	 Ck	 C, 	 rnxp

	where	 Cik a1 b k l- a	 -I (7 3 h. -... + a. t),.

Remarks. I. '1 lie rule of multiplication of t\; u matrices is Row-
Coliunnwise ( -p wise), i.e., row of one matrix is multiplied with column
of the second matrix to get the corresponding cicmc Its of the product. III
short first row of AR is obtained by mu]tiplyii I he first row of A with
1st, 2nd, 3rd column ... of B respectively. Similarly the second row of AB
is obtained by multiplying the second row, A with 1st, 2nd, 3rd CO1tI moS

of B respectively and so on.

2. The rule of multiplication (viz.,_- . wise) is the same for ii,atrices
of any order provided the matrices are conformable for multiplication.

3. If

I R1 ) where R denotes	 B==[C1 C2.,.C1...Ci,L,,
I the ui1 row of

I R2 I matrix A and where C, denotes the jib column
I can be regarded of matrix B and can be regarded

R i	 as in x n matrix, as an fl Xp matrix.

I, R Jnixn

( R 1 c1	 R1c ,.. R1C7. I
then AB= j R2 C] 	 R2C2 .. R 2 C I

L RC
1	RC2... RCrJmxp
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4. In the product AB. A is said to have been post-multiplied byB and B is said to have been premultiplied by A, i.e., AB is called the
Post-multiplication of A by B or premultiplication of B by A.

5. Matrix multiplication In general is not commutative. If AR is
defined, it is not necessary that BA is also defined, e.g., if A is of the typenxn and B of the type nxp then AR is defined but BA is not defined.Even if AR and BA are both delIitcd, it is not necessary that they are equal
e. g ., if A is 'nxn and B is nxm then AD is m x  and BA is nxn so that
AB-?'-BA because they are not of the same order.

209. PROPERTIES

I. Multiplication is distributive w.r.t. addition.
If A, B Care mx n, n xp and n p matrices respectively, then

A. (B+C)—AB±AC

IL Multiplication is associative if conformability is assured
If A, B, C are rn x n, U x p and p x q matrices respectively, then

(AB)C== A(BC)

III. If A is nXm, 0 is Pnxn, then
A0=O=OA

(Proof is left as an exercise to the reader.)

1V. Multiplicatioii of a Matrix by a Unit Matrix. If A it asquare matrix of order n x n and I is the Unit matrix of the same orderthen

AI=A=.IA

V. AB=0 (null matrix) does not necessarily imply that A=O or11=0 or both=0, e.g.,

A=(	 ) 	 and B=(	 )960

But

AB=(_'	 1)=( 0 0 -o
i ) 1	 1	 0	 0

VI. Multiplication of Matrix by Itself. The product A.A
is defined if the number of columns of A is equal to the number of rows
of A, i.e., if A is a square matrix and in that case A.A will also be a
square matrix of the same order.

A2A=(AA)A.A(AA)	 [By Associative Law]
A1A=AAA=A'

Similarly A.A.A...n times==A"

Reniark. If I is a unit matrix, then
IrrI 2 rrI 3 = ... , In
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Example 2. Write down the product AB of the two matrices A and B
where

1
12

A = (1 2 3 4) and B	 3

Solution . Since A is I >< 4 matrix, B is 4 x 1 matrix, AB will be
I X 1 matrix.

AB=(l 23 4)14 x ( ) =[1.1+2.2+3.3+4.4j^(30j,,,

4

Example 3. IfA -(	 )anci B=( I 1), find AB

and BA. ISAB==BA?

Solution. Here

AB==(	 x(

BA=(_ ' —l'y2
—3	 2Al

—1 ' (2X1+5X(-3)2X(—l)+5X2
2 )1 x l+3x(-3) IX(-1)+3X2

	

(-13	 8
5

5 S.' / 1x2+(—l)xl 1x 5+(-1)x3
3T1, (-3)x2+2x1 (-3)x5+2x3

(1	 2
___'-4 —9

Thus	 AB7^:BA

Example 4 Obtain the product
,2	 I	 O/1	 2
I 3	 2	 1 lxi 2	 0
\I	 0	 11 \3	 1

3	 4
1	 2
0	 5

	Solution. Let/2	 1	 0\	 1 2 3 4
A==(3	 2	 ii	 B=12 0 1 2

	

\i	 0	 113x3	 \3 1 0 5 3x4

Since A is 3 x 3 and B is 3x4, product AB is valid and AB is 4x4.
/2	 1	 0\/I	 2	 3	 4

AB= f3	 2	 11f2	 0	 1	 2
\i	 0	 1A3	 1	 0	 5

/2+2+0 4+0+0 6+140 8+2+0
=1 3+4-+-3	 6+0+1	 9+2+0 12+4+5
\1-FO+3	 2+0+1	 3±0+0	 4-1-0+5
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/4	 4	 7	 10
10	 -,	 11	 21

\4	 3	 3	 9

	

/	 \
Example 5 Find (a) (x	

a I:	 X

/ h	 )

c/	 /Z	 g\	 X
(1,)	 (x	 y	 z) ( I,	 h	 f

C /	 z

	

)	

)

\SOIUtIO	 a	 ( J ( a /?

i	 x ( y )2 x 1 1
ax-f-by(x	 y) 1x2(hx-1 by J2J

r[x(uX .fhy)y(/Ix_}. by) J1 x 
ax -1 lixy + hxy + hy2 = ax' - 2Jzxy + by2.

	

ha	 11 / x \
(b)	 (v	 y	 z)	

x 3	
h	 f	 I

	

L \ g	 f	 C )3x3 \.. z 13x1J
/ ax-f-hy.-f-gz

Y	 i xt I' X( hy4fz
gx jy -- cz	 3>. I

= [x(ax-;- by -gz) 4 y(hx f- hy -fz) f z(gx +j+cz)J1

ax 1 +hxv+gxz4 hxy+b 2 i •fy:.f gzx 4J z + cz

Example 6. If A=z(	
),	 ), 

find the

matrix X such that	 3A+5B--2x0
Solution.	 3A-f- 5B+2X0	 X= ---33A + SB]

X=— I f 3 ( 9
	 1	 / 1	 5

325
12	 9 )+(	 60 }

1 (( 274 5	 3+25
12+35	 9+60

/ 32	 28\	 (-16	 —14
(	 2	 2\

47	 69)	 47	 69\ T	 2/ 	 2	 2
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1	 2	 0	 4
Example 7. If A=( 

2	 '	 /	 3 )

	

2	 1	 (1	 3
and	 i-( /

	 -1	 2	 3 )

(a) Find a 2x 4 matrix X such that A-- X JB.

(b) Find (1 2 x 4 inc.rix Y such that A -1- 2y 4B.

Solution. (a)	 A- X 313

X--A--3B

	

1	 2	 0	 4	 2	 I	 0	 3

	

-- (2	 4 ---1	 3 [ ( 1 -I	 2	 3

(1	 2	 0	 4'\ ,'--ô -3	 0 -9
4 --1	 3)	 -3 --3 -6 - 9

(1 -6 2--3	 0	 4-9' (-5 -1	 0	 5

2-3 4 3 --(-6 3 -9 1 L-1	 7 -7 ---6

(b)	 A+2Y=4B	 Y=2B-A

>	 Y---21	
1	 0	 3'	 1(1	 2	 0	 4

'l -1	 2	 31 2 "2	 4 -1	 3

(4	 2	 0	 6) 	 0	 1 )

\2 -2	 4	 6)	 -

4- A	 2-1	 0	 6-2
2--1 -2-2 4±	 6-

1	 0	 4
"-1	 --4

Example 8. W/ie,i 
A - (	

and B ( il I)
and 1-= V.i7 , determine AB. Compute also BA.

(1 xi ix I	 (-- ox I -f(i) (-i)	 0 0
Solution. AB	

-- - > 1	 1 )+ 1 (-i)	 0

and	 BA=( 21 -2
2 --21)

Example 9, Given

	

A=(
0
	 10),

	 -i	 Ii	 0
1 ), B=(. 0c=/

Prove the following relations

A' = B' = C2 = I (unit matrix)

AB=- BA, AC=- CA, BC=--CB.
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1' [0+1	 0+0
oI = koi-o	 1+0

	

Solution. A2=A.A=( 0
	 1(0

	

1	
o

	

(1	 0=l

	

'0	 if

0 -i)(
0  -f	 0_i2B2B.Brr(.

Similarly	 C2=I

0-I-U
- i2+ 0

l\rO -_--i\ (0+i	 0+0\ (	 0\
O)i	 0)\0= (O+ O, --i+o)o -1)

	

0 -i 0	 1	 '0-i	 0+0\
-BA=---	 )—o+o	 i+0)

=-( -1	 Ø\ 1	 U
o	 )o —')

...	 P.B=-BA. Simi larly we can prove the other relations.

Example 10. If A= a
	 b

d) and l=	 ), show that

A 2 _(a+d) A=(bc-ad) I

Sltition. We have

'a	 ba	 b
A2=A.Ar	 d)(c	 d)

ia2 ±bc	 abl-bd'\ ,a2 + bc	 b(a+d)'

'iac+cd	 bc+d*1c(a+ d)	 bc+d2)

a	 b,- a2 -f-bc	 b(a+d) " (a4 d) ( c	 d )

	

AZ_ (a + d) A== Lc(ad)	 bc+d2 )

,' a + bc	 b(a - d)	 - a(a d) - b(a + d)
or A' - (a + d) A= 1\ c(a + d)	 be + d2 )+( - c(a + d) - d(a + d) I

-( a2fbc-a(a+(I)	 b(a+(1)-b(a+d) '.

- c(a+d)-c(a-fd)	 bc-j-d'-d(a+d) I

	

bc-ad U	 )\

	

0 bc-ad	
=(bc_ad(	 ? )=(bc-ad)l

	

Example 11. If A_(	
), 

B(	 )

	

2	 - 1

and (A+B)2 =A2 +B2 find a and b.

Solution.	 A+Brr( ii	 )
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(A+B)2_( (13-a)	 0	 (1+a)	 0' ((1+a) 2	0
(2+ b) —2 A (2-I h) —2 )2a-3-ab—h-2 4

	

A2=( 1	 —1	 1	 —1	 —1	 0

	

2	 --1 A 2	 —1 )	 0	 —

	

B2 =( 
a	 I	 a	

I - - ( a2 -f-b	 a+1

	

b	 —1 A b	 —1 1-	 ab—b	 hfl

	

A2+Bz.( —1	 () ' ( a2 -j-b a---i	 ' a2 +b ._ j a—I

	

-	 0	 i	 nb—b b-1 )	 ab—/,	 1;
Now	 (A-fB)2=A23-B

	

(I +a)2	 0 / a--b---	 a—i
2a--b+ab-2 4 )	 nb--h	 I,

	a—o	 or	 a=l	 and	 b=4

Example 12. Given the matrices A, 1, C,

	

/•	 3 —i )\	 / I '
, B==	 I	 ),	 C =(I —2)

	

\ 3	 0	 2	 \, 2

verify that (AB)C = A(BC)

Solution. Clearly AB is defined and will be 2 x I matrix and hence
(AB)21 C2 2 is also defined and will be 2 x 2 matrix.

Also BC is defined and will be 3> 2 matrix and hence A 2x3 (BC)5
is also defined and will be 2x 2 matrix.

	

/ 2	 3-1

 )2x2x(	

\/2.1-3-3.1-1.2
(AB)=(	 f

3	 0	 2  	 2 J3x I \ 3.13-0.1+2.2

( 3 )2x7	 1

	

/ 3 \•	 / 3,1 3.(--2)
(AB)C={	 )	 (1 _2)jX2r=j

\ 7 /2x1	 \ 7.1 7.(-2) 2x2
(3 —6

7 —14 )2x2
Again

/ 1	 /1.1 1.(-2)'	 /1 —2

	

BC=(	 1	 (1 — 2)12=f 1.1	 1.(-2) ) == f 1 —2
\ 2 )3x1	 \2.T 2.(-2)/3x2\2 —4 3X2

	

/2	 3 

—I)2x3( 

1	 —2

	

C)f	 1	 —2

	

A(B
\3	 0	 22	 —4/3>2
(2.1+3.1 +(— 1).2 2.(-2)+3(-2)+(-1)(-4

\3.1 +0.1+2.2	 3.(-2)+0.(-2)+2(-4)	 12 X 2
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3	 —6	
(II)

	

"7	 —14 J2x2

Thus we observe that

(AB)C-=A(Hc)

Example 13. U

	

/1	 2	 I'

	

A=( o	 i	 i

	

\\3	 I
show that	 A3-3A2--A.L9 I— 0

Solution.

	

/1	 2	 1'\/l	 2	 1\	 / 4	 3	 0

	

A 2 =( 0	 1	 --I	 0	 I	 —1 	 2 -2

	

\3 —I	 1,\3 —I	 11
 (--3

	

 6	 4	 5

	

/ 4	 3	 0\/1	 2	 l\ / 4	 fl	 1•

	

A3==A2.A --( --3	 2 —2 )f 0	 1	 --1 1-- ( -- 9	 —2 ---7

	

\ 6	 4	 SJ'3 —1	 1/ \, 21	 II	 7

/ 4	 11	 1\ / 12	 9	 0

	

Now A 3 --3A 2 --A+91( —9	 --2 —7 )_( —9	 6 —6
\. 21	 Ii	 7)	 \. 18	 12	 15

/1	 2	 1\ /9	 0	 0

	

1 —1 --0	 9	 0
3 —1	 i./ \o	 0	 9

71)	 1)
0	 0	 0 j=rO.

\o	 0	 0/

Exam pie 14. /1 finance compan y has offices located in every division,
every district and every t luka in a certain State in India. Assume that
there are five divisions, 30 districts and 200 tolukas in the Slate. Each office
has / head clerk, I cashier, 1 clerk and I peon. A divisional office has, in
addition, an office sup(r:nlendent, 2 clerks, I typist and I peon. A district
office has, in addition, I clerk and / peon. The basic monthly
salaries are as follows Office .uperintendent Rs 500, head clerk
.Rs. 200, Cashier Rs. 175, Clerks and typists Rs. 150, and peons Rs. 100.
Using rnatriy notation find

(I) the total number of posts of each kind In all the offices taken
together,

(ii) the total basic monthly salary hi/i of each kind of office, and

(iii) the total basic monthly salary bill of all the offices taken together.

Solution. The number of offices can be arranged as elements of a
row vector, say	 A. Division	 District	 Taluka

	

-	 (5	 30	 200)
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ttli conipositioii can he arranged in 3X6  matrix 13,

	0 	 IL	 C	 T	 Cl	 P

	

/1	 1	 1	 1	 3	 2'

	

Ii ( 0	 1	 ()	 2	 2

	

\o	 i	 i	 o	 i	 I

where 1) =001cc superintendent, 11= head clerk, C -Cashier, T Typist.
Cl "- (;lrk. P = Peon.

Column vector ) will have the elements that correspond to basic
monthl y.  salaries.

	

0 1	 500	 1

	

H	 20t.)

	

I	 175	 I

	

1) - -1-	150

	

(l	 150	 i

	

P L	 IOU	 J
(i) total numher of posts of each knid in all the offices are the

elements of the matrix

	

1 0	 H	 C	 1'	 Cl	 P

	

A B,	
5	 235	 235	 5	 275 270 )

(ii) lotal basic monthl y salary bill of each kind of offices is the
ekincu ts of matrix

/ 1 1 I 1 3 2 \i 500	 / 1675
81) - 0 I 1 0 2 2	 201)	 -_ [	 75

	

0 I 1 0 1 hi	 175
150	 6

150
l00

(1(i) Total bill of all thise offices is the element of the matrix

/ 1675

(5	 30 200) I	 875	 1,59,625.
\ 625 /

EXFRCISE (11)

Ild (x	 ) if

i ) (4	 5)+(x	 )r(7

(ii) (1 —0)—(2	 —3)-. (x

(iii) (	 y) --(0	 - 1)-- (5
(I	 l\	 (2

1) --
2. Given

(2 0 4 	 1 

6	 2	 8	 ,	 B:.( ü	 -

4	 6)	 \2

3)

y)
4)

y )

	

4
	

/ 82 0

	

-2
	

o). c_I 02-6

	

2
	

6 /	 \— s 4-10
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Compute the following:
(a) A+B,	 (b) A—B,	 (c) A-I-(B+C),	 (d) (A-l-B)i-C
(e) (A—B)-f C,	 (f) A—B—C,	 (g) 2(A+B)
(Ji) 2A+2B,	 (1) 3A+2B--3C,	 (I) 3Bf-2A

and (k) 2B-f-3A.

	

/1	 2\	 /3	 5	 9
3.	 Af	 6 )'	 Br(

	

\5	 8/	 \6	 —2	 1
(a) Write down the order of the matrices A and B.
(b) Write down the order of the product AB. (C) Calculate AB.
(d) Is it possible to calculate BA 7(e) Is ABBA ?
(f) Arc the following possible? A-I-B, A—B, 2B, A2.

4. A=(	 ), B==(	 c=(	
)

Show that
(i) A(B+C)==AB-I-AC, 	 (ii) (AB)C=A(BC)

	

/l	 O\	 .	 0	 .	 05 If I	
o	 j P	 o —i )' ' = (-1	 0 1

Show that

1i) i2=j2k2—I.

6. Find the matrice B if

(a) )and  A4-2B=A2

(b) A=(	
E ) 

and A2 +3A+B=( 0	
)

7. (a) A=(	 ) and B=(-3	 ). Find the matrix C

if (1) 2C=A+B	 (Ii) C+A=(	
)	

(iii) 5C+2B=A

	/4	 1	 0\	 /2	 0 —I\1)
(b) If A = I	 , B=(	 , C=(

/
2

\1 —2	 2/	 \3	 1	 4/
Find a matrix X such that (3B-2A)C+2X=O,

/4\	 1-4	 8	 4\
(c) If ( I 1 A= ( — I	 2	 1, find A

\31	 \-3	 6	 3/
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	2	 1	 0\	 /1	 2\	 /1	 2
(d) if A=	 ], 1t=( 3	 oCi], c=( 3	 2!	 \o	 I!	 \3 —.1
Find (AB)C, hence or otherwise write down the value of A(BC).

8. If i=(	 ) and A(	 ), prove that

(a1-I-hA)3 =-a3 1 •f-3a2bA

	

9. If A=r( cos 0	
sin 9), prove that

	

—sin 0	 cos e

	

I cos 20	 sin 26\ and A 2 = çAs 
( cos 38	 sin 30

	

—sill 20	 cos 2'	 '—sin 39	 cos 3
What do yod suppose is the general result ?

10. If A=( 
	 show that A'----2A and A 4A

	

1 0	 —tan a.
11. If Ai	 ) and I is a unit matrix, show that

	

\tan	
\

0 /

	

I-A=(!-.-A) (COS	 —sin
Sin a.	 COS a.

	/ 1	 2	 3\

	

12. (a) If A= 1	 1	 2	 3, show that A2=O
\-1 —2 —3!

	

/0	 1	 t\
(b) A=( 0	 0	 1, compute A 2 , A 3 and A4.

	

\0	 0	 0/
3	 5\

(c) A 	 —3 -5 1. show that A3=A
U3 5/

2	 0\	 /0	 0	 0
13. (a) If A=	 1	 0], B=( 0	 0	 o

U4 0! \1 4 9
Show that AD=O

	

/1	 1 —1\	 7-1 —2 —1

	

(b) If A=( 2 —3	 4], B=(	 6	 12	 6

	

\3 --2	 3/	 \ 5	 10	 s

	

C= ( 2	 2 —2

	

_3 __3	 3•
Show that AB and CA are null matrices but B A--/6 0, AC--A0.

	

I	 a	 h	 c

	

(c) If M=a-1	 I	 ab	 a-1c

	

b_I	 ah	 !	 1Y2C

	

(C-1	 ac'	 bc_I
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Prove that M2=4M.

/1	 5	 1	 3

	

14. (a) If A-( 2	 1	 0	 5

	

7	 1	 8 -7

2	 1	 6

/1	 0	 ()	 1)

and	 B:f 0	 1)

-	 0	 0	 1	 0
0

Show that A!3 =HA. Also compute 4A 2 611z.

(/) For the following matrices, find AB or BA whichever is defined.

/3	 2 --1	 2\	 / 3	 2
I	 (50

A-17	 •6	 8j,	 j3r-7	 3
J	

\	 9.
\9	 5	 6 •_I

/3	 2 -2'	 / 2	 3
(c) A	 4	 5	 9 	 0	 5

\5 -6	 -3,	 \_.7	 6,

and	 C -:(	 ), show that (A 13)C -A (BC)

/--3	 2	 5'	 /1	 4	 ()	 3
(d) [f	 1	 5	 0	 2 -1	 3 _2)

S	 3	 \3	 2	 5	 '5.

0
and	 CI	 3	 --I	 -. 5	 4

—s	 0 -2	 3.

show that A(B •+ C) -AB-l- AC,

IS. (a) For which values of x, will

/ 2	 I	 x
(x	 ci	 I) ( 1	 0	 2	 4	 )==o ?

\	 2	 4/ .	----1

(I') II' the numbers p, q and r satisfy the equation ptq2 4-r 2 -- 1, show
that the matrix

/	 0	 r	 q
-r	 U	 p

-p 0
satisfies the equation Aa+AO.
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(c) Prove that the matrix A, given by

/0	 I	 2

	

A=( 2 —3	 0
\i	 I	 I

satisfies the relation A 4A ! A= 12 I, where I, is a unit matrix of order

three.

16. (a) i\ shopkeeper sold 8 kg of peas, 20 kg. of potatoes, 12 kg
of tomatoes and 4 kg of onions on Monday, On Tuesday he sold 10 kg
of peas, 15 kg of potatoes. (i kg of tomatoes and 8 kg of onions.
Describe by means of 2 x 4 matrix, the position of sales on the two different
days of different vegetables.

The prices of different items per kg were Rs. 2'50 for peas, Rs. 125
for potatoes, Rs. 225 for tomatoes and Re. 1 for onions on Monday. The
rates on Tuesday per kg were Rs. 025 more than on Monday for each
item. Express the prices on the two days through a 4 x 2 matrix.

Express also his total sales position of Monday sales at Monday
rates, Tuesday sales at Tuesday rates and likely sales on Monday at
.Tuesday rates, Tuesday sales at Monday rates by a 2>< 2 matrix.

[Hint.	 Peas	 Potatoes	 Tomatoes	 Onions

Monday ,f 8	 20	 12	 4

Tuesday 10	 15	 .	 6	 8 1

	Monday	 Tuesday

Pe'as/ 250	 275

Potatoes	 l'25	 150

	

OTomatocs 225	 250

Onions

	

	 \ 100	 125

Mondy rates Tuesday rates

Monday( 76	 87

	

PQ- Tuesday 's. 6525	 75

(6) A manufacturer produces three products : P, Q and R which he

sells to two markets. Annual sale volumes are indicated as follows

Markets	 Products

	

P	 Q	 R

1	 10,000	 2,000	 18,000

II	 6,000	 20,000	 8.000

(I) If unit sale prices of P. Q and R are Rs. 250, I 25 and 150
respectively, find the total revenue in each market with the help of matrix
algebra,

tii) if the unit costs of the above 3 commodities are Rs. 1 , 80, 120

and 080 respectively, find the gross profit.
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[Hint. (1) Total revenue in each market is obtained from theproduct matrix

/ 10,000	 6,000 '\
(250 125 l50)f 2,000	 20,000 ) r_ (54,500 52,000)

\ 18,000	 8,000 /

	

/ 10,000	 6,000(ii) Total cost==(180	 I 20	 080)	 2,000	 20,000

	

\. 18,000	 8,000
==(34,800	 41,200)

Now find the profit.)

t7. The matrix A=(	
)

rep
resents the number of instruments p and Q, two factories X and Y

can produce in a day, according to the table shown below

Factory X	 Factory Y
I nstrument p	 2 per day	 i per day
Instrument Q	 4 per day	 3 per day

Let	 B=(	
)

re
present the number of days the two factories operate per week, i.e.', X

Operate 5 days per week and Y six days a week. Find AR and state whatit represents

18. A company is marketing 4 different types of pumps. Although
the four models have the same rating, the principal difference betweenthe1 1) lies in the co mbination of accessories produced. For example onetype may not have automatic shut off control and another may be withoutmoUnting brackets. Five parts are required in various quantities dependingUpon the model and the following tabulation shows the requirements.

Pump Model	
Parts Required

A	 B	 C	 D	 E
1	 1	 2	 0	 5	 2

11	 0	 3	 0	 I	 5
Hi"	 I	 t	 4	 2
IV	 I	 2	 4	 5	 5

What will be requirements of the parts A, B, C. D. E if the companyhas to supply 3 model I pump, 5 modeland

	

	 ir	 2 model III pumps,JO model JV pumps ? if the cost of parts A, B, C, D, E be Rs. 30,12. Rs. 5, Rs. 4 and Rs. 7 respectively , find the amount spent onPurchasing the parts.
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19.	 Tea Coffee Chocolate

	

m	 33	 42	 55\

	

t	 28	 35	 43\	 Tea	 /2p

	D w	 56	 64	 41 I,	 C =CotTee	 3p

	

th	 36	 49	 38 /	 Choc. \ 3p

	

jr	 41	 53	 28!

Matrix D shows the daily sales of drinks from a hot drinks machine
for each of the 5 days of one week.

Matrix C shows the cost of each type of drink.

(a) Calculate (1 1 1 1 1) D and say what information this gives.

(c) Calculate D ( i ) and state what information this gives.

(d) Find (1 1 1 1 1) D( I
 ). 

What does this represent?

10. Three persons buy cold drinks of different brands A, B, C. The

first person buys 12 bottles of A, 5 bottles of B, 3 battles of C. The
second person buys 4 bottles of A, 6 bottles of B, and 10 bottles of C. The
third person buys 6 bottles of A, 7 bottles of B and 9 bottles of C.
Represent the information in the form of a matrix. If each bottle of

brand A costs Rs. 4, each bottle of B costs Rs. 5 and each bottle of C costs
Rs. 6. then using matrix operations find the total sum of money spent
individually by the three persons for the purchase of cold drinks.

[C.A.. November 19911

	

R 1 	 R2	 R,	 R4

	

S 1 f6	 8	 3	 4	 R1118

(	
V=R2 ( 20

	

21. K=S2 5	 7	 4	 5	 24
R435

53	8	 3	 5

	

R 1	 '2	 R 3	 .R4

	

S1 f2	 2	 1	 3

	

W=S2 ( 1	 3	 1	 2
	S3 \4	 1	 2	 0

Matrix K shows the stock of four types of record players R 1 , R2 , R3

and R 4 in three shops S, S7 and S.

Matrix V shows the value of the record players in ('00 rupees).

Matrix W gives the week's sales. Find
(a) the stock at the end of the week.

çb) the order matrix to bring the stock of each of the cheaper pair

of record players to 8 and the dearer pair to 5.

(c) the value of the sales, (d) the value of the order.



(a) (1) 0	 -2),	 (ii) ( —I

(Iv) (_	 !1
'	 6	 12

—6)	 (iii) (5	 3)
I

/10
2.	 (a) ( 6

"4

/ 18
(c) (	 6

4
0
6

6
2

10
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Si	 S.	 S8	 S
C1 /2	 1	 3	 0\	 /3	 4	 2	 5

	

22. s=C2 f 	 2	 1	 D(	 3	 4	 3C3 \3	 2	 1	 4/	 \2	 3	 4	 1
/2	 1	 2	 4

	

L=( 1	 3	 1	 2
\2	 3	 4	 2

Matrix S shows the stock of 3 types of cooker C1 , C2 and C in 4Showrooms 51 , S2 and S2 and S4 Matrix D shows the deliveries of newCookers at the beginning of a week.

Matrix L shows the sales during that week. Find

(a) the stock immediately after delivery D.

(b) the stock at the end of the week.

(c) the order matrix to bring stocks of all cookers in all showroomsUP to 6.

ANSWERS

2\	 /-6 —4
8 ), (b)(	 6	 4

121	 \ 0	 2

2\	 18	 6	 2
21,(d)( / 6	 2	 2
2/	 —4 10	 2

6
14
10

4
16
24

2
16
30

2	 2	 6\	 /-14 —6(e)	 6	 6	 2 J(f)f 6	 2

	

C8 6 — 10/	 \ 8 —2

	

(20	 8	 4\	 /20	 8(g)	 12	 0	 16 I, (Ii) (12	 0

	

8	 12	 241	 \8	 12

	

/ 2	 2	 8\	

(10

28	 12(/) ( 18 —4	 42 ), (j)	 12	 --2

	

\34	 4 601 	 14

	

/22	 8	 8

	

(k) (18	 2	 24

	

\10	 16	 30

6\
8
0/

IQ
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3. (a) 3X2,  2X3, (h) 3X3, (d) yes, (e) no, (f) No, only
2B is possible.

7	 3	 —20	 206, (a) (6
	 4)	

(b) (
	 30)

7. (a)	
(0	

) (ii) (-- 2 I)

	

=x(	 i) (c) A=(-1 2

15.	 —2±\/6.

17

	

	 16	 The number of instruments p produced by the
38 1 factories is 16 and of the instrurnciits Q is 38.

IS. Part A= 15, Part B43, Part C =48, Part D-74, Part E= 95.
Amount spent is Rs, 2097.

19. (a) (194	 243	 205). Total sales of each drink.

130
106

(ii) 1732, (c)	 161	 Total daily sales. (d) (642), Total weekly

	

123	 sales.
122

20,	 A	 B	 C
1 /12	 5	 3\
2	 4	 6	 10), Rs. 91, Rs, 106, Rs. 113,
3\6	 7	 9/

/4	 6	 2	 1\	 /4	 2	 3	 4

	

21. (a))4	 4	 3	 31,(b)(4	 4	 2	 2
\5	 2	 3	 1/	 \3	 6	 2	 4

(c) 49,900	 (d) 95,600.

	

/5 5 5 5\	 /3 4 3 I\	 /3 2 3 5
22.(a)(55571,(b)(4245)(c)(2421

	\5 5 5 5/	 \3 2 1 3/	 \3 4 5 3
2010. TRANSPOSE OF A MATRIX

The matrix obtained by interchanging rows and columns of the
matrix A is called the transpose of A and is denoted by A' or A' (read as
A transpose), e g,, if

/3	 2\	 /3	 4	 7
AH 4	 1 I	 then A'=I

	

\ —5/	 \2	 1 —5
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Symbolically if
A=(a11),,,,, then A'=(a11),,,,,

I.e., the (I,J)th element of A=(j, i)th element of A. In other words, if

r a11	 a	 .	 r a,	 a21 • .a, ...a,,,

a 11	 a22 ... a, .	 a 12	 a20 •• a 12 .. a,,,2

A==	 I	 A'=I	 I

I a 11	 a,.1 .. a11 • . .a,,	 a,	 a21	 .a 1 , —a.,

	a 	 J	 L a,.	 c	 ...a,,, a., j flX

RmrkS. I. If A is mxn matrix, then A' will be a nx in matrix.

2. The transpose of a row (column) matrix is a column (row) matrix

3. (A')'-A.

4. The transpose of the sum of two matrices is the sum of their
transposes. i.e., (A±B)A'+B'

S. The transpose of the product AB is equal to the product of the
transposes taken in the reverse order, i.e., (AB)' Z.BIAr.

Example 15. Let
2	 —3	 1	 3	 —2	 4

A-(4	 2	
3) and B=-r(1

Show that (A+B)'=A'+IV.

Solution.

A B_I'2+3 (-3)+(-2) 1+4	 '., (5 —5	 5

	

(4+1	 2+3	 3-l-(--5) ).5	 5 —2

	

/ 5	 5\

	

(A+B)'=j —5	 51	 -

	

\ ,5	 -21

	/ 2	 4\	 / 3	 1
Now	 A'—( —3	 21 and W=( —2	 3

3/'	 \4	 -5

/	 2+3	 4+1 )+5
A'+B'=( (--3)-t(--2	 2+3	 5	 5

1+4	 3+(-5) 5 	 —2/
Hence	 (A+B)'=A'+B'

Symmetric Matrix. A square matrix is said to be symmetric if
the transpose of a matrix is equal to the matrix itself, e.g.,

/0	 1?	 g\	 1	 4	 9\
b	 / , ( 4	 7	 5 1 are symmetric matrices.
f c / \9\g	 5	 8/
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Symbolically	 is said to be symmetric if a,1 =a1 , for all
I and].

Skew Symmetric Matrix. A square matrix	 is said to
be skew matrix if

a 1,,= —a1, for all I and j

	

/ 0Jr	 g	 / 0	 6	 8
e.g.,f—h	 0	 f. (--6	 0	 9

\—g	 f 0) \--8 —9	 0
are skew symmetric matrices.

Orthogonal Matrix.A'A=l—AA'
EXERCISE (LU)

1. For each of the following matrices verily that (A')'=A

28	 4\	 13	 9	 2 —7	 21
(a) 18	 6	 —1 )(b)

	

\4 --1	 0/	 L 7 	 8	 5	 6	 0

/3 —3	 0\	 1r2	 3	 01
2. IIA=( 6	 3	 9j, Br-	 6 ._ 9	 3,

\12	 3	 241	 L3	 3 --31
verify that	 (A+fl)=A' -f-B', (AE)'=B'A'

	

r 8	 16 —4	 r 12	 16	 20
3. If Ar.=j	 , B=( —4	 8	 28

	

t- 4	0	 8J	 L 8	 4	 0

Compute (AR)' and WA'

4. (a) For the matrix A=( 
COS B	 sin 9)

	

—sin 0	 cos 91

show that AA=I.

(-2

1	 2	 2\
(b) If A= 	 2	 1 —2 ( ' verify that

 2 —1!
AA' r=A'A==I

	

Ii	 i	 1	 il

(c) If =	 i	 i —. i —1	 verify that

AA'==A'A=14
5. Find x and y so that the matri*

/1	 2	 2
P=f 2	 1 --2

\x	 2	 y
may satisfy the condition PP=PP'=18.

Ans. 5. Xr=-2,y=_I
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2011. DETERMINANTS OF A SQUARE MATRIX

Let Ar=[a, jJ be a square matrix. We can associate with the square
matrix A a dctermiiiant which is formed by exactly the same array of
cements of the matrix A. A determinant formed by the same array of
elements of the same square matrix A is called the determinant of the
square matrix A and is denoted by the symbol det. A or I A I . It should
be remembered that the determinant of a square matrix will be a scalar
quantity, i.e., with a determinant we associate some value whereas a
matrix is essentially an arrangement of numbers and as such has no value.

For example. let a matrix A= ( 
6	 5

2) so that I A I	
6	

52

=6x2-5x3=-3.

--3

Here I A 1 3 whereas A is a matrix giving only an arrangement of the
four numbers 6, 5, 3, 2 in two rows and two columns. It should be noted
that the positions occup ied by the elements of a matrix are important. A
change in the positions of the elements of a matrix gives rise to a different
matrix.

For example (	 ') and (	 ) are diIfecnt matrices. although

formed by the srne elements of a niiniber 6. 5, 3 and 2. However, the
determinants of these two square matrices are

6	 5	 2	 5
and

3	 2 1	 1 3	 6
and have the Same value, namely —3.

We will now take up determinants of various orders, Viz., two three
and higher order.
2012. DETERMINANTS OF ORDER TWO

The determinant of a 2 x 2 matrix is denoted by any of the follow-
ing ways

a
(1)

C
= ad - ch or ad— be

d

H
a,, 22	 a,1

i	 bb,aor

b,	 d

It should be remembered that the numbers enclosed by straight lines
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do not constitute a matrix—they are the coeflIcientS or the numbers
assigned to a square matrix. We will now illustrate its use in solution of

simultiicOUS equations.

2013 CRAMER'S RULE

It is a simple rule using determinants to cx pi ess the solutioti of a

system of Linear equationS for which the numher of equations is equal to
the number of variables.

We shall now show how the second order determinants can be
used to give the solution of two simultaneous linear equations in a con-
venietit form. Students are already familiar with the method of solving
two simultaneous linear equations in two unknowns.

Let the given equations be written ill the form

a1x+h1yci

and	 axbyc2

To Livid the value of x we eliminate ,v by multiplying (I) by b, and

(2) by b 1 and then subtract the latter from the former, we then get

(a l b,-a,h1)x=Cib2—C2bt	 (3)

Similarly to find the value of y we eliminate x by multiplying (I) by
a2 and (2) by a, and then subtract the latter from the former, we then get

(b 1 a, - a 1 by c 1 a2 --- C,a1	 . ( 4)

The valus of x and y as given by (3) and (4) can be written as

X	 y	 - I

c, b 2'_ c 2h1 - a2 c2 a.c 1 a1 b,-- a,!',

This solution can he conveniently written in the determinant form as

follows

X	 Y	 I

C l 	 h	 -- a 1	 c1	 a1	 1)1

C,	 h2	 a2	 C2	 a2	 1).,

C1.	 b 1	 a2	 c1

C,	 b	 a2	 C

b, and y= --

a,	 b 2	 0"	 h.2

We observe that the denominator for each unknown is the deter-
minant in which the elements are the coefficients of x and y arranged as in
the two given equations. The determinant, we shall call, as the determi-
nant of co-efficients and will denote by D. Observe further that the
numerator for any unknown is the same as D except that the column of
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Co
-efficients of that unknown is replaced by the column of Constant terms.Let us call for convenience the determinant in the numerator for x by Nand determinant in the numerator for y by N,• The rule embodied inthe Solution given in terms of determinants as described above is knownas Cramer's rule.

Remark From Coordinate Geometry we know that equations (1)
and (2) being linear in x, y represent two straight lines. The values of x, ygiven in solut joii (5) 

give the coordinates of the point of intersection oflines (1) and (2). Ifujb2_Q2bO 
the equations (1) and (2) are not satis-

fied by finite values of x and Y and the lines become parallel. However, ifa1b-- a2b10 the lines (I) and (2) i ntersect in a finite point whose co-ordinaics are given by (5).

We, flow, illustrate the use of Cramer's Rule for the solution 
ofsimultaneous linear equations in two unknowns.

Example 16. Solve the following s imultaneous linear equations usingdeterminants

2x—y5

3x+2y3
Solution. 

Let us first find out the denominator of the quotbntOf the value of x and y as follows
2	 —1

3	
2 =2.2-3(_1)4+3=7

D-?4-0, the system has a unique solution.
5	 —1L

5.2(-3) (-0=10-3-=7
N=   

—3	 2
2	 5

Ny-=	
2.(3)_3,5z_6_15z.21

3	 —3

x
N
	and

7	 N, —21_j 

2014. D ETERMINANT OF ORDER THREE
In a 3 by 3 matrix, the determinants are defined as follows

at	 b1	 c1

a3	 b2	 c2 a11 b,	 c2 —b 1 a2 	 c2 ---c 1	 a	 b2
a3	 b3	 ca I	 I b1 	 Ce	 a	 c3	 I ,	 b

- b.c2 )__ b1(a3c—a5c1) 4- c 1 (a2 1i3 - a3h2)
Ii may be noticed that in each Case a 2 by 2 determinant has beentaken by omittitg the row and column of a particular row element in ordera, b 1 and c1, 

Another thing to note is the alternating signs for this rowelements
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Example 17. Compute the determinant of the following matrix

	

2	 3 —4 )

	

A--f 0 —4	 2

	

\1 —1	 5

Solution.

	

—4	 2	 0	 2'	 O-4

	

I A I ==det (A)= 2	 --3
	--1	 5	 1	 5	 1-1

r2(-20+2)-3(0-2)-4(0+4)

=--36+6-16==-46

20 1.5. SOLUTION OF THREE LINEAR EQUATIONS

On the lines of the solution for the two equations, the solution for
the three unknowns will be through the following quotients of determinants.

	

N	 N,	 N
X=-
	

' =	 -, Z=='
-

In order to illustrate we take the following system of three linear
equations

a1x+b1y4-c1z==d,	 2x*-Y—z3

av+b2y+c2z=d2 IX 4- Y + z l

ax+by+cz=d x-2y_3z_r4

The denominator D of each quotient is

	

a 1	 b1	 C1

	

D= a2	 b3	c2 ^Q

	

a3	 b3	 C3

In the above case

	

2	 1 —1

	

D= 1	 1	 1 =2	 11	 1	 1	 1	 1
—1	 —1

	

I —2 —3	 —2 —3	 1 —3	 1 —2

= 2(--3+2)—l(-3-1)-1(-2-1)

D:i6o

Now

	

d1	 b1	 c
We have replaced the

	

N =- d2	b3	 C2 column of the coefficients of X

by the column of the constant

	

d3	b3	 c terms.
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3	 I	 --i

	

N= I	 I	 I =3(-3 +-2)--1(--3--4)
-. (-2-4)4 —2 ---3

a 1 	 (11	 c1

We have replaced theAlso	 N) = a2 	 d2	 2 colurni of the coefficients of
Y by the column of the cons.a3 	 d3	 c3 tant terms.

	

2	 3 -_

N,	 1	 2(--3 .. 4)-3(-3 -1)— 1(4-1)

	

I	 4 _
14l2_3.5

	

O	 b

We have replaced theand	 N	 a	 b2	
2 column of the coefficien- s of

z by the column of the cons-
b 	 do tant terms.

	

2	 1	 3

	

N= i	 i	 I -2(4+2)--J(4 1)+3(--2--1)

	

1 —2	 4
14 i - Y UThe required solutions are

N	 N, —5	 N 0X=-2,y1

2016. SARRUS DIAGRAM

We can find out determinants of a given matrix very conveniently
if we extend the matrix by adding the first two columns and connect the
elements by arrows downwards preceded by a plus sign and upwards by a
minus sign as illustrated below

4.

a,	 l	 a,'	 LI

a	 b2 	 z \

1 a

2 -

a 3 -	
\'a3	 b3
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[he product of elements joined by downward arrows preceded by
plus signs are

-I--u1b9c + b1ca3-4.c1a2b3

And the products ci each of three elements joined by upward arrows
preceded by minus signs are

a 1 b,c 1 h3ca 1 -- c3ab1

Example 18. Find the value of the deter,ninu, its

	

2x	 4y 1	 1	 x	 x-j-i

	

X	 3y	 x-4-2	 x-f3
Solution.

	

12x	 4y
(()( 2x.3y---x.4y-=2xy

	

v	 3y1

V	 x-i-- 1

	

(ii)	 x(x* 3)—(.v+l)(x+2)= —2
X  2	 x3

Example 19. Find the value of

	(3	

::'

	

0	 3	 4
SOIUtIOI). Since there is zero in the first column, we expand by the

elements of the first column,

	

3	 2	 I

	

4	 I —7 -=3	 --7 1-4 1 2	 10 2

	

0	 3	 4	 3	 4	 3	 4	 1 —7
-3(4 f2l)--4(83)+055

By Sarrus Diagram

4	 4	
33	 2	 2

-,
L	 :7	 I '2OtI2-32tC3.O1	

\ ,.	 55

0
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2017. PROPERTIES OF DETERMINANTS

I. If the rows of a determinant are changed into columns and vice
versa, the value of the determinant remains unchanged, I.e., del A=det A'

all	 a,2	 a,	 a1,	 021	 a33

a2 ,	 033	 a13 = 033	 a, 3	 033

a,,	 a32	 a 33	 a,,	 a.,	 033

For example

1	 5	 6	 1	 2	 3

2	 8	 7 = 5	 8 —9

3 —9	 0	 6	 7	 0

II. If any two rows (Or columns) are interchanged, the value of the
determinant so obtained is the negative of the value of the original determi-
nant, i.e.,

all	 12	 033	 a2l022	 a23

a.,,	 a,2	 a, 3 = - a,,	 a12	 a,,

a3i	 a,,	 a	 031	 a32	 a,,

ui If any two rows or any two columns of a determinant are ifen-
tical the value of the determinant is zero.

a ll	 0,	 013

a,	 a12

C 3	 a32	 a3,

IV. If the elements of a row (column) of a determinant are added
(subtracted) k.t:rneS the corresponding elements of another row (column), the

value of the determina n t remains unchanged.

0 j	 °j3	 a, 2 	 0,1	 a	 a,, --ka, 1 - ma 12

a	 023 = a2 ,	 033	 a,,4- ka31—ma2,

a,,	 a32	 a,,	 033	 a32	 a33 + ka31 - ma,2

V. If the elements of a row (column) of a matrix are multiplied by
the some number. k say, the determinant of the in a/rEx thus obtained is k
times the determinant of the original matrix.
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	ka	 a3 	 a	 a11	 a12

ka 21 	 a23	 023 =k a 21	 a22	 O3

	

ka	 a12	 a33	 a11	 a33	 a31
W. If the elements of (my row or any column of a determinant is sum

(diJjerence) of two or more elements then the determinant can be expressed as
Sin?? (difference) of two or more determinants

	

a 1 1 + 11	 a 12	 a13	 a11	 a12	 a13

	

a23 --- 21	 a22	 a23	 a21	 a22	 a23

	

a31 + is,	 a32	 a33	 a31	 a33	 a3
a12	 a13

	

21	 023	 (123

	

31	 a32	 033
Example 20. /'rove that

1	 1	 /

a	 b	 c =(a—b)(b_c)(c_0)

a 2	 b2	 c2

Solution.

1	 1	 0	 0	 1
b	 c	 a—b	 b—c	 C	 Apply c1—c

01	b2	 c2	 a2—b2	 b'—c' c3	
Ca - Cj

0	 0
==(a—b)(b—c)	 1	 1	 c

a+l,	 h+c	 c2

=(a—b)(b--c) 
f !a+-	 bc }

=(a— h)(h—c)(b+c-_a__b)
—(a— h)(h-.-c)(c_a)

Example 2). Prove that

	

a1b-F2c	 a	 b

b--c±2a	 b

c	 a	 c+a+2b
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SoIuton,

a4-b+2C	 a	 b	
J	

2a-t-2b±2C	 a	 b

c	 b+c+2a	 b	 1= 2a+2b±2C bjc+2(1	 b

a	 c+a+2/i	 2a2b+2c	 a	 c+a42

Apply CLfC±Cz

	

a	 b

	

2(a+b-fC) 1	 h+c±20	 b

	

a	 -ia+2b

	

a	 b

	

2(9+b+ C) 0	 b+C a	 0	 Apply RR
B3—R1

	

0	 0	 c+a+b

	

2(a+b-iC)	
b-fça c±

a b 1}
-2(a+ b 4 03

E,carnple 22. Evlxi1f

U	 ab2	 ac2

a2b	 0	 bc2

Iale

S0II1tI0IL
o	 ab 2	ac2	 0	 b2	 c2

	a2b	 0	 hc	 abc a	 0	 c2

	

t C 	 bc	 0	 a2	 12	 0

	

0	 1	 1 ^

	

cjh (a'b 2c 2)	 1	 0	 1

	

1	 1•	 0

= asb3c 3[_. 1(O 1+1(1-0)V2a3b3

EXERCISE (V)

1. Show that

	

3	 —7	 1	 2

	

74.	
1 =0,

	

8	 6 k	 1 3	 6

	

X	 y	 —4	 2
=22

	

—1	 +L	 --3	 —4!
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2.	 (a) Shov' that

I3
(!J) Show that

ci

C

3, Show that

2	 5	 6
4

1	 7

I,	 q	 p	 d

+
d	 p	 (	 Ii	 (j

	

!l	 0	 23	 4	 h

	

2	 5 =-4.	 2	 I	 3	 14

	

H	 8	 0	 7 --2	 0

4.	 Show ti)aI
3	 4	 7

2	 1	 3 = 40

I	 --s	 ---1	 2

5 Show that
1	 2	 3

a	 ---a	 b =ab--3a2

-a	 0	 --h

6. Show that
a	 h	 g

Ii	 b	 f	 -2Jgh

g f	 c

7. Evaluate the following

	

x	 1	 2	 1	 a	 a2	 j2	 2
	 32

	2	 x	 2 , 0	 1	 2a ,2'	 3'
	

4'

	3	 1	 x	 I	 b	 b2	 311	 42	 52

8 Show that

	

2	 45	 55

	

1	 92	 32 --54

	

3	 68	 87

[Hint. [Apply R-2R,, R 8 -3R2 and ec
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9. Prove that

C J^(b--c)(c—a)(a—b)

tbc	 ca	 ab

(b) Show that

I	 x

1	 y	 Z--X rO

1	 z x+y

10. Find the value of
I	 G)	 (U

'	 I , where w is cube root of unity
WI	 I	 w

[Hint. I+c-1-wOJ

11. Show that
a--b	 b—c	 c—a

b—c	 c--a	 a—b rO

c—a a—b b—c

12. Prove that

a	 b	 C

a—b b—c c—a =a3+b8+cB3abc

b +c c +a a+b
[Hint. Apply	 C1+c1+c1J

13. a—b—c	 2a	 2a

2b	 b—c—a	 2b	 r(Q+b+C)I

2c	 2c c—a—b
[Hint. Apply	 RI+R+RIJ
14,	 I+a	 I	 I

I	 H-b I

I	 I	 l+c

1	 1

a	 b
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15. Show that

x -- Y

y-_.z

2-- 1

16. Show that

h2

2a 1)

835

x	 x	 1	 y

y = y	 I	 Z

g	 z	 I	 x

[J.C.W.I4., June 1991]

	

2ab
	

h2

	

(22
	

2ab	 -j-

bs
[1.C.W.A., December, 19901

ANSWERS

7.	 (1) x 3 4 lOx-I• 10, (ii) (a - b)z, (iii)	 8.	 10. 1.

2018. EXPANSION OF THE DETERMINANTS

Determinants can be represented as linear combinations of order two
with co-efficients from second row or third row or in terms of the elements
of any column. The only thing to remember is that 2 x 2 determinant
accompanying any co-efficient can he obtained by deleting the row and
column containing the co-efficient in the original determinant. Further,
the signs accompanying the co-efficient in the original determinant will
follow the Following checker board pattern

n

Example 23. Give the determinants with co-efficients from (i) first
column and (if) the third row in the following co-efficients of the determinant.

a	 b1	 c1

(22	 b2	 c2

0 3	 b3	 C3

Solution.

)2	 '2	 /)i	 C1	 b1	 C1

(i) /'—a1
11b,	 c2	 b3	 c3	 h2	 c1

=01 (h1c3_fC2)_a2(b1C_b3Cl)+(bIc3—bIcj)

a1b2 c2 - a L 5c1 — a2b lc! + a2b 3 c 1 -- a1 b 1 c2 - a1bc1
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1)3	

Cl
	 a1	 c1	 a1	 b1

(II)	 =a,	 -h3	 + c3
h 2	 C2 U 	 c,	 c	 b.4

a,(b 3 c,. b2c,) b8(ac 2-. '12c 1 ) c 3 (a 1 b 2 - a2b1)
= a3b 1c2 - a3b2c 1 -b3a 1 c2 +b.a2c 1 +c 8a 3 h --c3a2h1

This aspect will be examined more extensively in the next article on
minors of the matrix.
2019. MINORS OF A MATRIX

Consider a matrix

/	
12	 a13

021	 022	 1I	

J

a	 a,	 033 / 5x3
When we deletp any one row and any one column o A, then we get

a 2 x 2 matrix, whieji called a subrnatrjx of A, for cnpie, if we strike
off the first row and first column, we get the sub-iu.strix as

01

' a, 2 	 (1

The determinant of any such submatrix is called a minor df deter-
minant A, thus

a22	 a,,
is minor of det. A.

(13

The minor of a 11 , a 1 , U 3 in J A I arc
a22	 028	 I a, 1 	 a0,	 a,	 a22

respectively.aa,,	 ,3	 a,,	 0,1	 a,
The minors of 021p 033 a,, in A J are

0 12	 018	 a	 013	 a1	 a12 i
and	 respectively,as	 a3	 a,	 a81	 (202

The minors of a, 1 , 03k , a,, in I A are
a I	 a, 	 a ll	 a,

and	 respectively.
0J3	 GIl	 033	

2l	 a22
In general, the minor obtained by striking off the Ith row and jth

column of a matrix	 is called the minor of a,1 in A

a	 a1, ..... . a	 .....

02J	 -

-a,,-- ,- a,,-.

a, ..... . a,, 1 .....
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The minor of element a, 1 is designated by M0.

2020. CO-FACTORS OF A MATRIX
Lt we multiply the minor of the element in the ith row Rud jtli

column of the determinant of the matrix by ( — l )+ J the product is called
he co-factor at the element. It is usual to denote the co-factor of a

element by the corresponding capital letters. Symbolically

A 0 ( - 1)' 11 x minor of a in I A ==(_ 1)1	 I M 0 I e.g.,

a 1 	 a

A I = (1 ,1	 (1,2	 U28

(731	 a8

a22	 a	 a28

A -_(. 1) I ft	 , A 1 =(— 1)1+2

a32	 (133	
a32	 a23

a tt	 t3	 all
/1 22 =( -- 1)2	 ,-

(1i	 a33	 a31

and so on.

Example 24. If

/3	 4	 7

A=( 2	 5	 6
I,'	 3	 _9

	

find the co-factors of eletneats 6	 9.

Solution. The co-factor of element a28 , f. e., 6 is

3	 4
=—(9--2S)=+ 19

7	 3

The co-factor of the element a83 , i.e., —9 is

3	 4
0113	 1 =- + ( 15 -8) +23

—2	 5

Remarks. 1. The sum of the products of the elements of any row
(column) of a determinant with the corresponding co-factors is equal to
the value of the determinant,

2. The sum of the products of the elements of any row (column)
with the co-factors of the corresponding elements of any other row
(column) is zero.
2021. ADJOIN'r OF A SQUARE MATRIX

Let A[O 1],. be a square matrix of order n, then adjoint of A is
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defined to be transpose of matrix fduhx., where A, is co-factor of a,1in J A	 iii other words, let

all	 0 ..... . a11,

A= a.,

a,,,

A, 	 /11 2 ......

	Adj A'=transposc of A,,	 A22......

'1	 "'2 ...... A,,,

'12

A 2 ,	 A,,,, fixI

Here A1 , —'co-factor of a, 1 in I A
a, 1 in I A I and Fo on.

RenL,u.ls 1. If A be an ti-rowed (viz., i X n) square matrix, then.4 (adj A)=(a(lj A) A— I A f I,,, whereorder n	 I, is a unit matrix of

2. Adj (AB)=(Ad B)(Adj A)

Example 25. Find the adjoint of the matrix

ii	 1	 j
1 1	 2	 —3
\2	 —1	 3

and verify the theorem

A (Adj A)(AdjA)A_ IA I I,

	

/ A,,	 A1,	 A13Solutio,	 Adj A==transpose of	 A 31	 A,,	 42

'here	\. A,,	 A,,	 A,, ). . a

4 ii'cofactor of a,, in I A	 (.l)'+'	
2

AiiCo-factorofa in IA	 =(._I)1+1

Ai, co .factor of a1, in I A I =-(—J)'' I

--3
r,3

3
—3

3
2
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Similarly

1	 1	 1	 1
A21==(_l)1+1	 =-4, A 1 =(— 1)5+2

—1	 3	 2	 3

1	 1	 1	 1
A,,= (_ 1)
	

1-3p A81 =( --1)'	 - --5
2 —1	 1 2 —3

1	 1	 1	 1
=4, A1=(—	 =

1	 —3	 1	 2

Therefore

(--5

3 -9 —5)' = ( 3 —4 --5
Adj A==4	 1	 3	 --9	 1	 4

 4	 1 	 —5	 3	 1

Also	 I A 1 =1.3-1.(4)+2.(-5)=--11

Now

7 1	 1	 1 \/ 3 —4 —5
A (Adj A)==t 1	 2 --3 ) —9	 1	 4

\2 --I	 31\-5	 3	 1

/-11	 0	 O\	 / 1	 0	 0

0 —11	 0 --=—iit 0	 1	 0

\ o	 0—li!	 \o	 o

={Aj13

(-5

3 —4 —5\/1	 1

Also (Adj A) A=---9	 t	 4	 1	 2 ---3

3	 i/\2 —1	 3

f—il	 0	 0\

0	 11	 0== IA!!3

\	 0	 0	 11'!

From (1) and (2), we get

A (Adj A)=(Adj) A-	 A I

EXERCISE (VI)

1. Find the adjoint of the matrix

A=(

Verify	 A(Adj A)=(Adj A) A= I A I
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2	 Find the adjoint of the matrices

	

/1	 4	 /i	 0 -1
(I) A-( 3	 2	 6 ), (ii)	 3	 4	 5

	

\ o	 i -	 /	 0 --6 -7
and verify that

A (Adj A)=-(Adj A) A= J A 1 13

/ ---1 --2 —2 \3. If	 'A(	 2	 —2 , show that Adj A==3 A'
2 -2	 t/

r 	 2 r
4. II'	 A	 5	 2	 3 , verify

1	 2

	

A (Adj A)= A I .I=(Adj A).A,	 [/.C.V,i., Dec. 1990]
2022. I NVERSE OF A MATRIX

The operation of dividing one matrix directly by another does not
exist m matrix theory but cquiva1et of division of a uOit matrix by anysquare matrix call 	 accon) pushed (in most cases) by a process known as" Inversion of Matrix'".

In ordinary aiec bra' 1 xverse of x	 1, then x. 11y or we say that y is in-
Is One.	

r x s nesc ot. The product Of quantity x and its inverse

let A he any n x n matrix. The fl-square matrix13 is called inverse of .4 if

AB= BAY,,
The inverse of A is denoted by A, fe, , B-=A- 1 so that

AA'A-'.;1

The concept of inverse matrix is useful in solving si multaneous
input-output analysis and regression analysis. There are threemethods of finding the inverse of a given square matrix.

(I) Using adjoint matrices co-factor method.
(ii) Using linear equations.

(iii) Gauss Eliinintje i Method.
Renak, A square matrix A has an inverse if and only ifI A J ^0, i.e only ncn . slngt!uar matrix possesses an inverse.

Co-factor Method. The inverse of A is given by

A'= 11 A I Adj A
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Evampic 26. fin! the inverse of the tnatri

a	 h

	

.c	 ci

Sootion.	
AdjA

Al

A

Adj Au: transpose Of (
	

/12	 A I	 Z12)

21	 oo /	 A2

Now

	

-	 l)'	 (is (1, 1 3 -(	 I )1+2 C- --C

	

z12t(--I)' b.— b, A21 	 1) 1	 a =a

(—C,
i	 --b.

Ad' A== a

I	 (1	 h

	

I	 / J	 --b	 (a(j7
1-lence A - ' : - 4

	

cuI.-.f?c \—c	 a	 a

\a1i---bc	 ad--bc

Example 27. Compute the inverse of the matrix

/ 1	 1)	 4

2	 5

3	 --1	 2

Solution We know

	

1	 0	 —4

	

IAI==-2	 2	 5

	

3	 —1	 2

---1 (4+5)--0 (-4— 15)---4 (2-6)=25

/All	 Ajq	 A13 \' /A,,	 A21	 A1n

Adi A=( /121i 	 A23	 _( /1]
	 '422	 A33

\ A 31	 A3,	 A33 /	 \ '13	 A23	 438

The co-factors of the elements of A are

	

2	 5	 --2	 5
A ll	 (... 1)+ 1	—__9, A,-=z(- 1)12

	

---1	 2	 3	 2

	

—2 2	 0 —4
=-4. A2=(-1)2+'

	

3	 -1	 —1	 2
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A = 14, 4, 3 -=1. A 91 8, A31 =3, A39=2

(-4

9	 4 8

	

Adj A= 19 14	 3

	

 1	 2

	

19	 4	 8
I:

	

--	 :5

	

4	 8	
14	 3 I19	 14	 3	 19

J- . 	 2	 J25 L4	 1	 2-	 1	 2
25J

Remark. The students are advised to verify that

AA-'

EXERCISE (VII)

1. B==(	
_) and	 c( 3)

Find X if BX-C.

—52. If A=(—'2	 ), then show that A':-=__ (3 	 5)

3. (a) Find the inverse of

	

( COScz	 Sin a)

— sin cc	 cos
(b) Show that

( cos 0 —sinI	 —tan 0	 tan
sin o	 cos o	 tan o	 )(_tan 0

1	 )4

(Hint. Let A==(	 I	 tan 0 )

	

-tanEJ	 I
Then show that

( cosO —sin 0)

	

A'	 —tan0
sin 0	 cosO	 tanO	 1	 )

(
cos 0 --sin 0) AA-'—(

	 I	 —tan j 0
sin 0	 cos S	 tan 0	 1	

)A-'

Hence the result.	 (; AA-1—I)j

4. A=(	
). k-ind matrix B if AR equals

2	 6	 (1	 0(I)	 ( ii)	 3, (ill)	 _)
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5. Find matrix B if B8 cquals

17 (20	 16'
(1) (	 \16	 201

6. Compute the adjoitit and inverse of the matrices

r2	 3	 4)	 r 1	 2 —fl
4	 3	 1 I, (ii)	 —1	 1	 2

Li	 2	 4.]	 L 2 —1	 Ii

7. Verify that AAA'A-1

1	 -	 1	 1	 1

	

1 —2	 31	 j-5-	 15	 31

	

I	 14	 8
If A= I 3 —1	 4 I , then A-' I -

I	 I	 iS
	 F5

	

2	 1	 —2 I	 I	 1	 1	 --1

I- 	 J	 LT	 3	 3.)

= sin 0	 cosO	 o)8	 if A ( cos 0

	 -- sin 0	 0

0	 0	 1

Show that

	

A' (
	

cosO	 sin 

	

- =	 —sin0	 COSO	 0)
0	 0

9. Find the reciprocal of the matrix

	

(0	

1	 1\

	

- 1	 0	 i)
1	 1	 0

and show that the transform of the matrix
I b+ c	c—a	 b - a

	

A=:I c—b	 CF a	 a—b
L b---c	 a—c	 a+b j

	

pa 0	 0\

	

by S, i.e., SAS-' is a diagonal matrix 
k 

0	 2b	 0 )

	

\0	 0	 2c

ANSWERS

• x—(	 ) • 1) 1 
/	

1) 
(_	 )

	

- 7/3	 —110 —30)
I

	

1-4	 2

	

14 —8)	 (	
)or(	 )

	

(4	 2	 i2	 4•\

	

(if) 
I.2	 41 or 4	 2)

	

1 ^-10	 4

	

6 (f) --	 15 —4 —14 (ji) j1	 5
i F 3 —1	 5]

	

- S	 1	 6	 L-1	 5	 3
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2023. SIMUUTANEOUS FQUATIONS
Suppose we are given data oil 	 in (Rs. per kg.) of wheat and

rice io the months of August and Sept.

	JV/war	 Rice
August	 3	 2
Sept.	 4	 3

The family can spend Rs. 80 and Rs. 90 in August and Sept.
respectively on wheat and rice. Now if the family wants to purchase the
same combination of wheat and rice in August and Sept., the question is
"how much wheat and how much rice it call buy in each month?"

Assuming they spent x kg. of wheat and y kg. of rice in each month.
Then the amount spent are

3x+2v	 in August
and	 4x-J 33'	 in Sept.

Since the family can spent Rs. 80 in August and Rs. 90 in Sept., we
must have

3v! 2y=80
4x+3y=90J

Solving these equations for x and y, we get the required combination.
The given data on prices can be written in the matrix form as

Ar( 3	 24	 ), the price matrix

The purchase of the family may be expressed as

Xt 
X2 , 

the required matrix.\	 I

Then Ax= ( 3	4( x1	(3xi+2x2
".4	 3) x2 I	 .4x13x2

Writing B=(	 ), the equations (') can now be written as

(3	 2 x	 (80
'.4	 3A x2 )'. 9Q

AX=B
In general. the two simultaneous equations in the two variables X1and x2 are

Qx1 -f a,2x2=-b1

u21 x 1 - a22x2 = b2
can be written in the matrix form as

(
a11 (1 ( ç \

a22) x2	 b2
or	 AX'R	 (•)
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Similarly the three simultaneous equations

(1 1X1 -f U , .,X± U, 3X 3 b,

a" X I -+ U-V - a,	 -

X1 -F	 +	 1.V3 t'a
can be written in t ive matrix forn as

	

1 41 11	 0 12	 0	 / V, 	 h,

	

2I	 i	 -2	 '= (	 b
(1(l	 C11 , .\3 /	 i32

AX B

where	 A -( tilla	 j, x-( 
I ) B= ( ' ) (2 3k	 ,	 \ X1	 \ b1

Since I A -/^O. A- 1 exists

Multiply () by A 1 we get

A-' AX — A- 1 B, ic..

-

X=A'H

Remarks. By elementary algebra, we can corvcniefitly express
,x2 ..,x, ill terms of b, ba ,..., then the co-efficient matrix of thislatter System is the inverse A of A.

Illustration 1.
x+ 2y - - Z =; 5

3x.—y -1- 2z 9

5x+3y+4z15
is equivalent to

/1	 •2--1\/x\ / 5 )
(3 —1	 2J( y (=1	 9
\5	 3	 4J\z/ \ls

/ 3 —1	 5','x  	 )2.	 5	 3 --' II y 
) __( _ 4

3
—i	 5	 3/\ Z  	 2

gives the equation

/ 3x—y--f-5z\ / 4

5x-+-3y----z =f —3
\-- x -f-5y -f 3: )	 \\ 2
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From this, we get the simultaneous equations as

3x—y+5Z=4

5x + 3y— z = —3

_x+5y+3z-2

Example 28. Solve completely the following equations

2x-3y=3

and

using matrices.

Solution. The above equations can be written in the matrix

orm as
(2-3'(x\ ( 3

4	 --IA y )=	 )

	

I x' (2	 —3

	

y i=4	
1 (
	 )

Now	 A-] =--
Al

2-3
A =	 =(-2+ 12)=10

	

4	 —1

	

Adj A==transpoSe of (	 :=(	 i::)

A 1 =( — J)' (-1)--- 1, A-(—I)1 ' 4=-4

A21=(--- 1)141 (-3)=3,	 A11=(-1)2" 2=2

AdjA=(	 )

/	 1	 3

i--i	 3('°i )
A1=(_4 2)1

\10	 10

From (), we get
Cl

(X'\

	

1 i	 ±

	

L	 10

x=3, y1

31
10 I( 3'\ = (3

2	 1 )1	 1

10 )
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Example 29. Solve the following equations

.5x--6y4z=15

7x4y-3z 19

2x --y-j- 6z=46

Solution. The above system in the matrix notation is

/5 —6	 4\/ x \ / 15
(7	 4 —3(( y	 19
\2	 1	 61\ t J \46

AX=B
X=A1B

5 —6	 41

Now A

	

1Adj_A where A I =1	 -Af'	 I	 I
2	 1	 6)

(A-13

A 	 ,i	 A13\ 7A 11	 A31 	 A1\
Adj A=transpose of 	 A,3	 A, J(\ A l A 23 	 A33

 A,3 	A33!	 A 13	 A,3 	A33!

where

4	 —3
A, 1 r	 J)1l

	

1--24+3-27
I	 6

7	 —3
=—(42+6)-48

2	 6

7	 4
1) 143 =(7-8)= —1

2	 1

—6 4
A 21 -(_1)!+1

1	 6

5	 4
A=(_ i)t+t	 =(30-8)=22

2	 6

5	 —6
--(5 -- I2)= —17

I	 I

—4-3

6	 4
(18-16):_2
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A33(— 1)

/ 27

Adj A=( -•48
\— I

5	 4
=--(---l5----28) 43

7	 .-3

5	 --6
(2O 42)=62

7	 4

40

	

22	 431

	

-17	 62)

BUSINESS MATHEMATICS

27	 40	 2

Adj A -	 48	 22	 43A	
A	 - 419	

- Il	 62

From (+) v C get

/ 27	 40	 2\/15\

(	 --48	 22	 43( 19 )
\ z /	 \— 1	 —17	 63/\ 46

f x	 / 27.15+40.191- 2.46\

)	
:a-F--( --48.15 -22.19+43.46

\ z /	 -- 1.15-17.19-4-62.46/

1

 (

1257 \	 I

419 16Th l	 4
2514/ \6/

—	 X=3, y =4 and zc6

Example 30. The daily cost of operating a hospital C is a linear
function of the number of tn-patients 1, and out patlen(s, P plus a fixed
cost a, i.e.,

C= a + b P + dl

Given the following jata from 3 days, find the value of a, band d by setting
up a linear systetn of equations and using the matrix inverse.

Day	 Cost in Rs.	 No. of Inpatients, I	 No, of out-patients, P
1	 6,950	 40	 10
2	 6,725	 35	 9
3	 7,100	 40	 12

Solution. Substituting the tabulated values in C - a +bP + d1 , we
obtain the following set of simultaneous linear equations
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a-j--Job I 401:6,95()

a - 96 1-35(1 6,725

(1+ 12b+40d-7,IU0

The above system in the matrix notation is

LI	 10	 401 [ a 1 L 6,950

I I	 9	 35 x	 b	 6,725
LI	 12	 40J L d J L 7,100

	

a	 II	 10	 40 1	[ 6,950

	

b r— I	 9	 35	 >	 6,725	 (*)

	

i LI	 12	 40j	 L 7,100 ]

	

10	 40

	

Now A	 where A I = 1	 9	 35 = -10

1	 12	 40

	

[ 60	 —0	 10

and	 Adj A=I --. 5	 0	 --5

	

L--3	 2	 I

From (), we get. 
I ^ 60	 —80	 101	 6,950r b	 0	

L 

6,725

L d J 10	 3	 2	 ij	 7,100

r 60x6950_80X6725+7100>'0

	

1	 5x6950— 0x67255X7100
10_ 3x6950+ 2x6725+1Xh100

—50,0001 F 5000 1
- 750 =-	 75

10 - 300J _	 30

Hence £2r 5000,	 b=75 and d-=30

Earnple 31. Show that the equations

2x + 6)' + 11=0

6.v4 20y-6z--30
6y l8z+1=O

are not cflSjS(Cit,

Solution. Ihe above system of equations may hc written as

	

/2	 6	 0\/x\ / —11

	

[6	 20	 -- 6 11 Y 1=(	 3

	

\0	 6	 ---18/\ z / \ -- 1
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AX=B

But A does not exist, since

	

2	 6	 0

	

I A I == 6	 20 —6=0

	

0	 6 —18

Hence the equations are inconsistent.
2024. GAl rss ELIMINATION METHOD

This method is also called the pivotal reduction method. Taking
three equation with three unknowns an attempt is made to reduce them
to the following form

x-#-b1y±c1z- d1

Y+C2Z '2
z = d3

The following example makes the point clear.

Example 32. Find the solution of the following equations b y ineaniof an inverse inalrbc (Gauss E/i,njrj, j Method)

x-2y3z- 4

2x-f-y-3z-5

—x +y i 2z3

Solution. Let us have an extended matrix for the L.H.S. of the
three equations and then perfdrm elementary row operations to get the
inverse of Inc matrix on the R.H.S. of it as follows

	

r i	 --2	 3 1	 0	 fl	2	 1	 —3 0	 1	 ()	 [since Al=- A]

	

1	 2	 0	 0	 lJ

	

r i	 —2	 3 1	 0	 0.1

	

2	 1	 —3	 0	 1	 0t1?1-f.R3	0	 —1	 5 1	 0	 IJ

	

r i	 —2	 3	 1	 0	 01

	

0	 5	 —9 —2	 1	 0 I-2R1--i-R2

	

L 0	 —1	 5	 1	 0	 1j

	

11	 —2	 3	 1	 0	 0 1

	I 	
-0-R

	

I	 I

	

D	 —1	 5	 1	 0	 j
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ii	 —2	 3	 1	 0	 01

0	 1	 -
 

---	 -i--	 0

I	 I
.6_
5	 5	 5

We have now got the L.H.S. in the upper triangular form. We can
continue the operations to get it as an identity matrix and R.H.S. as an
inverse matrix of the given matrix.

11

0

10

ri

[o

I

0

L0

ii

0

ID

	

-2	 0 1	 1	 0

9	 2	 1.-	1	 ------	 5

3	 1

	

0	 16

7	 3
0

9	 2	 1
5_	 5•	 --

3	 1
1

7	 3
o

1	 5

16	 16

3	 1

5	 7

0
16	 16

I	 3	 1
II

01

o
16

16

15	 I

0 IR13R

16

15 1

R2 +- J?3

16 j

3)
16	 $

91

R1+2R,

16 J

—2

0

—2

1

0

0

0
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The inverse matrix call 	 in finding a solution of the set of
equations as follows

C	 5	 7
I	 16

X=A'fl=

L	 16	 16	 16 J
x=4, y =3 and Z=2

EXERCISE (VII)

	

I. If	 A=(	 ), X=V1)and i=()
and	 AX=B, find x1 and x2.

2. Solve simultaneously for matrices X and Y from the equations

	

/-2	 5 )
	2(X-Y)+(3X+2Y)( —3	 6

	

\ 0	 2

	

/ -4	 2\

	

and 3(X+2Y) -2(2X+3Y)4 (	 5
\ 0 —i /

where 0 denotes the 3 x 2 zero matrix.
3. Solve fciowing system of equations using matrix method.

	

(a)	 2- 3y l5z=l I	 (45)	 3x!-l-x2+x$1

	

5X+2y-7Zc--12	 2xi-i-2x30
— 4x+ 3y + z5	 5v1 +x2 + 2X3 2

	

(c)	 x+),--z=7
x +2y 4. 3z = 16
x+3y+4z=22

4. Solve the equations

X+Y+z=a

x + 2y + 2z =ç3
2x-f-3y-18z=y

by evaluating the inverse of the co-efficient matrix on the left
S. Solve the system of equations

X+y+z6

x—y+2z=5

3x+y+Zr=8
2x— 2y + 3z=7
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6. A trucking company owns three types of trucks X, Y, Z which are
equipped to carry three different types of machines per load as shown
below

Trucks
Type X	 Type Y	 Type Z

Machine I	 2	 3	 4
Machine II	 I	 I	 2
Machine UI	 3	 2	 1

How many trucks of each type should he used to carry exactly 29 of
type I machines, 13 of type II machines and 16 of type III machines 7
Assume that each truck is fully loaded ?

7. The prices of three commodities X, Y and Z are as x. y and z
per unit res'cctiveIy. A purchases 4 units of z and sells 3 units of x and 5
units of Y. B purchases 3 units of -v and sells 2 units of v and I unit of z,
C purchases I unit of x and sells 4 units of y and 6 units of z lii the
process, A, B and C earn Rs. 6000, 5000 and 13.000 respectively. Find the
prices per unit of the three commodities.

[Uin i . [he above data can be written in the form of simultaneous
equations as

-3x-- 5y+4z-._ 6000
—2x-1-3y—z=5000

x-4y-6z= 13,000
and the equations can be written in the matrix form as

	

[ —3	 —5	 4 f x j 6000

	

- 2	 3	 - 1 II	 y	 5000

	

I	 —4	 6 JL z J 	 13000

Solve the matrix equation AX—B,

	

ri	 2	 ---11, 
X= 

rx
	.1= 3 —1	 2	 y
	2 —2	 3	 Lz

8.

where B-1 '= 1 3ii
2 J

[CA., November, 19911

9. A manufacturer produces two tyfes of products X and Y.	 Each
product is first processed in a machine M 1 and then sent to another machine
M2 for finishing. Each unit of A' requires 20 minutes' time on M1 and 10
minutes' time on M2 whereas each unit of Y requires 10 minutes' time on
and 20 minutes' time in M2. The total time available on each machine
is 600 minutes. Calculate the number of units of two types of products
produced by constructing a matrix equation of the form AY---B and then
solving it by the matrix inversion method.	 [CA., IkfaY, 19911

10. Consider the following National Income Model
Y= C+1+G

C=a4-b(Y--7)
T d-- tY
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where Y Natjonal income, G=collsumption expenditure, T=ax collec-tion, I =income-tax rate.

Write down the above system olequations
for the endogenous variables Y, C and? [D

11. Calculate PQ and QP where

,
r3	 I	 rI/3

I
[o	 2J	 [ o

Also verify that : (PQ)'-Q- 1 , P-1

in matrix form and solve
U. BA. (lions.) Eco. 1991]

1/6

1/2

[A!.C.W.A., June, 19911
12. Sliuw that the matrix

	

[1	 2	 2X= [

	

= 2	 1	 2

	

L2	 2	 1
ati	 the equation .k' 2_ 5X_51=0. where I is the unit matrix of order 3.
Hence find X'	 [i.C.W.A,, June 1990]

ANSWERS

1. xr-17, x2=26

r-20	 58 1	 r 8	 —12
2. X= ) —41	 71i f, y=	 1	 - 125

L 0	 25J	 LO	 —3

3. () x -rl, y '2, z=3	 (b) x1-r1,

(c) x=1.y==3,z=3.

4 x=.} (7cc-5+y), y= j (33—ci--y), z= I (y —cc—p)
5. x=1, y=2, z=3. 6. 2 in type X, 3 in type Y, 5 in type Z.
7. x=3,000;y=1,000 and z==2,000

S. x1,y=4, z=rzr4	 9

ri -i	 oTY	 I+G
b-1 —1'	 C —a
t	 0 --1JLT

^=

^ —d

2025. RANK OF A MATRIX

A non-zero matrix is said to have a rank say r if at least one of it
minor (r-square) is different from zero while (r + 1) square minor, if any.
is zero. For example the rank of the following matrix is 2 because with

	

ri	 2	 37	 1	 2

	

A = 2	 3	 4 its minor	 1 which is -AO
L3	 5	 7J	 2	 3

while I A
It shocd be remembered that if I A I A0 the above fl-square

matrix would have been called a non-singular matrix where its rank (r) is
equal to its order it. But, since I A I above is equal to zero it is a singular
matrix.
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Illustrations

1. The rank of the matrix

1	 2	 31	 1	 2
A =	 is 2 since

- 4	 0	 S J	 4	 0

and there in no minor of order three.

1	 2	 31
2. B=	 I	 2	 5 Iis 

2	 4	 8j

2	 3
Since while I 8 =0,

2	 5

ro	 2	 31
3, C	 0	 4	 6	 is I since C =0

LO	 6	 9J

while each of the nine 2-square minors are equal to zero even when every
element is not zero.

The following elementary transformations on a matrix do not change
either its order or its rank. These are

1. The interchange of ith and ]th rows and ith and jth columns.

2. The multiplication of every clement of the ith row or jth column
by a non-zero scalar.

3. The addition to the elements of the ich row of k, a scalar times
the corresponding elemeets of the jth row. Similarly, for the ith column.

EXERCISE (Viii)

1. What do you understand by the term rank of a matrix 7 Find
out the rank of the following matrix:

r 7	 —1	 01
AI	 1	 1	 4

L 13	 —3	 --4
[D. U., B.A. (lions.) Eco., 1991J

2. Find the value of x such that the rank of the following matrix is
less than 3:

r3	 5	 0.1
13	 x	 2
L9	 —1	 8j

[D, U., B.A. (lions.) Eco. 19901
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[Hint. For the rank to be less than 3

5	 01

I
O.2 I==]

	

.9	 1	 8J

3. Define the term 'rank of a matrix'. Is 'rank' defined only for
square matrices ? What is the rank of the identity matrix I ?

[0. U. BA. (Lions.) Econ. 19881

4. Find the rank of the following matrices

	

[-1	 1	 21	 r'	 0	 01
(i)	 I	 1	 2	 (ii) 

1
P,	 1	 0

	

--1	 1	 10]	 0	 I	 1

ANSWERS

I.	 2,	 2	 x-I	 3.	 3	 4.	 (i) 2	 (ii) 3


